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ouquets of sunflowers and zinnias, baskets overflowing with heirB
sweet corn and ripe berries and peaches, artisanal
Summer cheesesloomandtomatoes,
breads, rainbow jams and jellies, gourmet pickles, sal-

Means
Farmers’
Markets!

sas and chutneys, honey and maple syrup, handspun yarns and handcrafted soaps, poultry and eggs ... all of this seasonal bounty and more
is found at area farmers’ markets.
The Belfast Farmers’ Market, on Main Street, near the waterfront,
takes place Fridays, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., through November 17. Also in
Belfast, the Reny’s Farmers’ Market, held in Reny’s Plaza parking lot at
the junction of Routes 1 and 3, is open Tuesdays, Fridays and Saturdays,
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., through October.
Unity Market Day Farmers’ Market, at the Unity Community Center, Route 139, 32 School Street, is
held Saturdays, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., through November 25.
The Camden Farmers’ Market can be found on Colcord Avenue, across from Tibbetts Industries, on
Wednesdays from 4:30 to 6:30 p.m., through September and Saturdays, 9 a.m. to noon, through October.
The Public Landing, in Rockland’s Harbor Park on the waterfront, is home to the Rockland Farmers’
Market every Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. through late October.
In Lincoln County, the Boothbay Area Farmers’ Market is held Thursdays from 9 a.m. to noon on
the Town Commons, Route 27, until October 5, while the Damariscotta Area Farmers’ Market takes
place Mondays, 9 a.m. to noon, through August and Fridays, 9 a.m. to noon, through October, at the
Damariscotta River Association Preserve, on Belvedere Road, off Route 1. PHOTO BY WENDELL GREER
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Real Estate
HOT HOT HOT
PICS PICS PICS
WATER VIEW

OWLS HEAD
Wonderful water-view home with views
of Rockland harbor and beyond. Located
close to town in a quaint waterfront
neighborhood. Property features a large
sundeck, deeded ROW to the ocean, newly
renovated kitchen, newer heating system,
septic and driveway.
$299,999
Contact: Coldwell Banker,
Rockland, 596-6095

ROCKLAND
Beautifully designed four bedroom,
2-1/2 bath home with panoramic
views of Penobscot Bay from all
rooms and has many additional
exquisite features!
Enjoy the serenity within these
six acres of privacy.
$1,199,000
Contact: Coldwell Banker,
Thomaston, 354-0233

THOMASTON
Meticulously maintained 1850s
Colonial, currently run as a Bed and
Breakfast. This charming home has 5
bedrooms, each with its own private
bath and includes a large deck &
attached barn. Just a short distance to
town and the public landing on the
St. George River.
$312,000
Contact: Coldwell Banker,
Thomaston, 354-0233
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$895,000

$250,000

SOUTH THOMASTON — Spectacular offering!
Rare find on the coast - 2 cottages, 3 units with
views you dream of! Considered to be some of the
BEST VIEWS in the Midcoast area. Peacefully
private yet close to town, possibilities abound for
these charming oceanside cottges!

CUSHING — Wonderful family home in established subdivision in one of Maine’s most desirable coastal villages. Custom-built eat-in
kitchen, dining room, living room plus large
family room. Master suite, study; French doors
open to private back yard with stone patio.

$699,000

$499,000

SPRUCE HEAD — Exquisitely crafted and custom-built New England home. Immaculately maintained inside and out. Master BR with granite fireplace and bathroom suite. Picnic or swim on the
cove. Also comes with granite launching ramp and
classic guest cottage nestled in the woods.

$189,000

SOUTH THOMASTON — Wonderful soiltested lot on Ballyhac Cove with spectacular
views of Mussel Ridge Channel. Imagine the
possibilities!

OWLS HEAD — A very well maintained
farmhouse with lots of charm and character.
Enjoy wonderful views of the ocean from
several rooms and the porch. This property
offers a lot of privacy and beauty along with a
blueberry field.

$1,300,000

OWLS HEAD — Spectacular views of Penobscot Bay
from this newly built Southern Colonial style home.
Crafted to exacting standards, features incl. a gourmet
kitchen, oak library, formal DR, master BR suite, great
room/LR, 2 BR garage apt. & more. On 31+ acres, this
property is ready & waiting for the horse enthusiast!

$264,000

$299,000

UNION — This meticulously maintained 3-BR
ranch offers a bright, spacious and open floor
plan. The home features a 2-car garage, finished
walk-out basement and sunroom, all on 20 scenic
acres. A must see!

UNION — Incredible piece of property!
Possibilities are endless. Large home with many
barns and buildings. Perfect for the car or animal enthusiast! Walk through the peaceful and
quiet 20+/- acres and watch the wildlife. House
has open floor plan with porches. A must see!

$159,000

$340,000

ROCKLAND — Large piece of land that can be
used either residential or commercial - lots of
potential. Close to shopping and downtown.
Property has been surveyed.

SOUTH THOMASTON — Very rare 0.5-acre
buildable lot on Spruce Head Island in South
Thomaston! This property offers deep ocean
water views over a working waterfront. Build
your home now and watch the boats from your
deck.

147 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND • 596-6095

$279,000

NEW PRICE! Great Location! Duplex is on a
quiet street 100 yards from a Belfast city park,
with possible beach and dingy access. Historic
downtown is only 0.3 miles away. Property is
legally divided into 2 condos and only needs to
be registered with town. BELFAST

$237,100

NEW PRICE! Charming full-dormered Cape,
offering 3 large 2nd floor bedrooms, full bath and
plenty of closet space. Warm kitchen with deck
off dining area, full bath, potential 1st floor bedroom, family room and full basement. Over 1,800
square feet with room to expand. WARREN

$145,000

$165,000

NEW PRICE! Having a hard time finding land
in St. George? Here’s your chance. This parcel
has it all; consisting of open area, wooded area,
and plenty of privacy with two points of access.
ST. GEORGE

NEW PRICE! Prime Route One location with
great commercial potential and high visibility.
Currently used as a single-family but zoned commercial. Located close to a restaurant and other
businesses. WALDOBORO

$949,900

$725,000

NEW PRICE! Unique architecturally designed
home has exceptional waterfront. Detailing
abounds in stunning home featuring cove views
and gentle 632 ft. frontage with private peninsula.
House features radiant heat, chef’s kitchen, master
suite with soaking tub & in-law apt. CUSHING

NEW PRICE! Serene year-round lakefront home
features open floor plan living with bedroom on
each floor, 1.75 baths, stone fireplace, private
lakeside deck with hottub. Huge basking rocks
lead to lake and dock. Detached 2-car garage
with studio area above and boathouse. CAMDEN

$165,500

$299,000

NEW PRICE! Large parcel of land with
possibilities and plenty of privacy.
WALDOBORO

NEW PRICE! Be the first to live in this brand
new, one-of-a-kind, 3-bedroom, 3-bath contemporary home still under construction. Designed
for low maintenance and easy living!
Conveniently located. A must see! UNION

$135,000

$139,500

NEW PRICE! Just a little over a mile from
Lincolnville Beach and even closer to well-maintained cross-country skiing trails. Something for
every season. Recently updated in 2004/2005.
LINCOLNVILLE

NEW PRICE! Well-kept home, close to schools
and shopping. Within short distance to downtown. Deck off the kitchen. Solid home with lots
of potential. Nice yard. Garage is a 1-1/2 car
which gives extra storage room. Take a look at
this one. ROCKLAND

153 MAIN STREET, THOMASTON • 354-0233
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‘Hearth & Patio’
@ Smith & May, Inc.
Fireplaces
Stoves
Grills
Accessories
Gas
Wood
Pellet
Expert sales, installation & service for over 25 yrs!
Rte 90 • W Rockport
Mon-Sat 9-5
236-9444
www.smithandmay.com

Consider a Change
of Scenery Underfoot!

Accents Collection
“Cockerel”
The Flooring Network

Winter
Warm-Up
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Cayouette Flooring

594-2413 • 210 Park St., Rockland
Sales & Installation • Free Estimates
Mon.-Fri. 9 am-5 pm • Sat. 9 am-4 pm

can help hold the heat in. But not all
With heating bills expected to soar,
models can use a jacket. Morris also
performing a few maintenance chores
recommends draining the water heater
this fall may pay dividends when the
each year in order to remove sediment
weather turns frigid.
that builds up in the tank.
One of the best ways to have a comfortable home and control heating costs Get your house ready before Check to see if your attic is properly
cold weather sets in
insulated. It will help keep your home
is to have the furnace checked each
warm in winter and cool in summer. “A
year. But this chore is probably best
— by John O’Connell
home with zero attic insulation will lose
left to professionals.
48 BTUs per square foot on a minus-10-degree day,” Fritch
A routine furnace check involves examining the flue and
said. “But with 3 inches of attic insulation the loss is cut to
chimney, checking electrical connections, gas pressure, fil7 BTUs per square foot. And with 12 inches of attic insulaters, blower speed, safety controls and heat exchanger, caltion, the loss is further reduced to 2.1 BTUs per square foot.”
ibrating the thermostat, vacuuming out the furnace area and
BTU, or British thermal unit, is the amount of heat required
lubricating moving parts.
to increase the temperature of a pound of water one degree.
Heating a home is the largest energy expense and can
Another winterizing chore is putting up storm windows. At
account for as much as two-thirds of annual energy bills,
minus 10 degrees, a window with a single pane of glass and
according to the Department of Energy.
no storm window loses 103 BTUs per square foot, according
Mike Fritch, owner of an Illinois heating firm, said furnace
to Fritch. With a storm window, the loss is cut almost in half.
problems typically arise with the first arctic blast of the year,
Some other areas to consider are:
when the furnace runs continuously. “That’s when the problems show up and service calls are backed up,” Fritch said.
Roof and Gutters
“It’s best to have your furnace checked now.”
• Check the roof for loose shingles and make sure the
Some energy savings can be done with the twist of a dial.
flashing around the chimney or vent pipe is watertight. Also
For every degree a person lowers his furnace thermostat
check the chimney for cracks and consider installing a screen
there is a corresponding savings of 2 to 3 percent on the
at the top of the chimney to keep leaves and critters out.
heating bill. You can save as much as 10 percent a year on
• Each year the chimney also should be checked for creyour heating and cooling bills by simply turning your therosote buildup. Such a buildup could be a source of fire.
mostat back 10 to 15 percent for eight hours. This can be
• Keep the fireplace damper closed unless a fire is going.
done automatically at night or when you are not at home by
• Clean out gutters by removing leaves and other debris
installing a programmable thermostat.
that prevent water from flowing freely to the drain pipe.
“I keep my thermostat at home at 67 degrees during the
Backed-up water can cause roof damage and could even
winter months,” said Leigh Morris, who works with an enerseep into the house. Consider installing gutter guards to help
gy provider in Missouri and Illinois. “And I’m very comkeep debris out of the gutters.
fortable. But I also keep the humidity level up in my home.
Pipes and Faucets
Humid air makes you feel warmer than dry air. So people
• Pipes in unheated areas like crawl spaces may need to
may want to think about getting a humidifier.”
be
protected with heat tape.
Experts advise changing normal furnace filters every
•
Drain and shut off water to outside faucets, if possible.
month and high-efficiency ones every three months. And
There are faucet covers that fit over spigots to help protect
every fall, make sure the registers to a basement area are
the pipes from freezing. And the point where pipes enter
open, Fritch recommends.
exterior walls may require caulking.
“Warm floors make a comfortable environment,” he said.
• Remove hoses from outside faucets, drain them and store
“Heat will rise from the basement. It won’t be wasted.”
them away for the winter.
The second-largest consumer of gas is the water heater.
• Check the clothes dryer vent at the outside wall for a draft.
Morris recommends turning the water heater’s thermostat
down to the low setting or 120 degrees in order to save ener“Perhaps the last thing you would do as you winterize the
gy and money.
home is to change the batteries on your smoke alarm and
“Even on the low setting it will provide all the hot water
carbon monoxide detector,” Fritch said. “If you have gas
you need, and it is safer,” Morris said.
appliances and you don’t have a carbon monoxide detector,
An insulated jacket that slides over the water heater also
© Copley News Service
this is the time to get one.”
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• STOREFRONT
• DECK & PATIO
• MOTORIZED
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• SKYLIGHT SHADES
• MINI BLINDS
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• DUETTES
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St. George: Conveniently located on 2
private acres, this tastefully renovated
3-BR, 2-bath home in St. George is
ready to move into. You will enjoy the
custom kitchen w/granite counters,
wood floors and ceramic tile bath. Also
a fabulous yard and loads of storage
space. $319,900

NG
ISTI
L
NEW

This beautiful Greek Revival seaside
house is in superb condition. It is on a
gentle hill that rolls down to the edge
of Arey’s Cove. This circa 1890s house is thoroughly modernized with the original proportions, original floors and moldings and pure, classic lines. Wonderful red barn is
close to the house. 3 BRs/2.5 baths, finished 3rd floor loft with ocean views, laundry
room, open kitchen/dining area (all with sea views), living room with working fireplace
and a study. This is a year round house! Vinalhaven – Please call for price.

Dodge Mountain, Rockland –
Panoramic Ocean Views from Cadillac
Mountain to Monhegan Island: Home
with SE views from sunrise to moonrise.
Large dining/living area, den, kitchen,
master bedroom with bath – all with
ocean and hillside views. 1,674 sq. ft. finished living area, 512 sq. ft. entertainment
room/den, and attached garage.
$449,000

Panoramic Ocean Views, Rockland:
1988 post-and-beam Cape w/2-car att.
garage, 3 BRs/3 baths, custom kitchen
w/walnut & butternut wood. 1st flr: master suite w/walk-in shower & bathtub,
laundry, living, dining, kitchen, office,
sunroom, deck. Finished ocean-view walkout basement w/guest rooms & den, + utility rooms & basement wksp. Woodstove,
4-zone heat & SE exposure. $498,000

Otis Point, St. George: Fine home with
33' ROW – nice beach and deep water
access. Cedar shingles, Andersen 400s
windows, 2 farmer porches with Timber
Tech decks. Two rooms still need to be
finished inside. Sailor’s paradise on milewide river. $348,000

Otis Point: This has to be the nicest,
sweetest waterfront home we have seen in
a long time. 3 bedrooms, warm, cozy and
best of all in super condition. St. George
$559,000

St. George – Ideal newly renovated 2bedroom starter home/investment
property on wooded lot. 2-story garage
for workshop and storage. $145,000

Bright and sunny 4-bedroom older
home in Tenants Harbor Village.
Nice sunroom/family room. Easy
walk to post office, store, restaurants,
and public landing. $279,000

New barn-style home, open floor plan. Stunning water/sunset views. Almost every window is a picture of Watts Cove, St. George River. 10 light-filled rooms. 3 BR, 5 baths,
chef’s kitchen, gallery, study, libr., full basement, attic. Granite countertops, wood beams,
wood/stone floors, prof. designed closets/storage. Att. 1-car garage & 3-car carriage
house. Natural boat launch, granite ledges for swimming, 2+ ac. yard/fields for entertaining. St. George $1,450,000

Head of Tenants Harbor: 1.6 acres,
550' of water frontage with beach.
Country Cape with 4 BRs, 3 baths, 2-car
garage and a 33' living-room with stone
fireplace. Great location – home needs
some work. $799,900

Enjoy Harbor, Lighthouse & Island
Views from sun-filled rooms. Built in
1999, this very comfortable Colonial features 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, a centerisland kitchen, and hardwood floors.
A must see! Port Clyde $385,000

Port Clyde: A
rare offering –
artist William
Thon’s historical home on Port Clyde Harbor.
Property has dock, float and ramp.
Landscaping in progress. $1,200,000

Waterfront: 4-bedroom, 3-bath saltbox in excellent condition. 295'
frontage on tidal Mill Cove. Easy access
at high tide out to open ocean. Some
water for recreation and play at all
times. Oak floors in this quality-built
home. 2 ROWs for boat launch and
beach area. Superb in St. George.
$625,000

Extraordinary 5+/- acres with 650’+/waterfront w/dock, mooring & boathouse. Oversized garage, natural landscaping. 3 BRs and 5 baths, gourmet
kitchen, cypress floors & cathedral ceilings. Soil tested for addl. 3-4 BR home.
St. George $1,699,000

1896 Queen Anne Victorian: Free classic style, meticulously restored 10-room,
6-BR, 3-1/2 bath home with grand foyer,
oak floors, custom oak kitchen, period
accents, and completely rebuilt 3rd floor
nanny’s quarters with separate utils. 3,503
sq. ft. finished living area. Fine home in
excellent location in Rockland. $465,000

New dream home by local masterbuilder must be seen to be appreciated. 4,000 square feet of heated area
includes the finest and most luxurious
living imaginable, all on a beautiful
wooded Rockport lot convenient to
everything. Professional landscaping is
icing on the cake. $750,000

Tenants Harbor: 1/2 mile to village center & public boat access, 4-BR, 1-3/4 bath,
1850s farmhouse w/original features,
wood floors, shrub & perennial borders &
approximately 600 sq. ft. attached barn &
workshop. Close to Marshall Point
Lighthouse & Monhegan Ferry. Weekend
getaway or year-round home. B & B or
Antique Shop anyone? $299,900

Hope: Is quality important? Make an
appointment to see this well-built 2-yearold Cape with 4BR/3BA on 1.38 acres with
5-zone heating and 2 woodstoves. Plenty
of room inside and out for entertaining
and play. Well-designed for first-floor living
with master suite w/walk-in shower, 1st
floor laundry w/half bath, and more…
Quiet wooded subdivision with easy commute to Rockland and Augusta. New landscaping under way. $315,000

Move-in condition! In the heart of a
delightful village. 7 rooms, 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, corner lot just steps
away from bakery, restaurants, post
office and harbor. New windows
throughout in this year-round or vacation home. Tenants Harbor $215,000

Land
Beautiful, 360’ of deep-water frontage, surveyed, soil
tested and ready to make someone’s dream come
true. Wallston
Road. St. George
$325,000

Waterfront 3.2-acre lot with 160' frontage on Otis
Cove. Property has frontage on both sides of Otis Point
Road. Pretty cove with nice views. Has been soil tested
and surveyed.

St. George
$150,000

Union – New Listing 11 acres on Barrett Hill Road. Build your dream home or
camp on this mature woodlot with sunlit clearing at top of hill. Possible views
to ridge and ponds with clearing. Quiet rural road with large lots. Lakes nearby.
$55,000
Searsmont – New Listing 2 acres on Lincolnville Ave. Rte. 173. Build your
home or camp on this private wooded lot with its nearly year-round rippling
creek and easy access to Lincolnville and Camden beaches. Just 1.5 miles to
swimming and motor-free boating at Levenseller Pond and 4.5 miles to Norton
Pond. $38,000
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SET IN A PLEASANT RURAL
NEIGHBORHOOD is this tidy Warren property having a three-bedroom
ranch offering an eat-in kitchen, living
room and full bath. Paved driveway
leading to a two-car garage. Set on a
1.35-acre lot having a private woodsy
back yard. $172,500

Pint-Size Palace
Small on space? You can still be
big on style
— by Penny Zimmerman-Wills

SITUATED ON A NICELY LANDSCAPED LOT in a walk to all amenities location is this raised ranch having
an open kitchen-dining area leading
out to a private rear-yard deck, living
room, 1-1⁄2 baths and three bedrooms.
The lower level offers a family room
with a fireplace, plus a room suitable
for an office, storage room and workshop. Thomaston setting. $235,000

HAVING NICE DETAIL with its
bay windows, trim work, wood floors
and side porch is this attentively maintained two-family home. Each unit
offers a kitchen, living room, 1or 2
bedrooms and bath. Situated in a walk
to town location on a pleasant 1.39acre lot. $169,000

BOATERS’ PARADISE IN SAINT GEORGE. Deep-water access building sites located close to Port Clyde and the mouth of the St. George River.
These forested, generously sized plots are surveyed and soil-tested, ready for
your new home. A substantial pier grants full tide access to a deep-water
anchorage. Included is a common clubhouse with nautical storage facilities.
Priced from $100,000
WALDOBORO, HANDSOMELY
SITED FORMER GOVERNOR’S
RESIDENCE, situated on a corner
lot, in a stroll to downtown setting.
Features include period woodwork,
fireplaces and tin ceilings. There is an
“art deco” kitchen complete with
table, formal dining room, living
room, parlor, four or more bedrooms
and 2 baths. Detached garage with office or workshop. Appropriately priced
at $299,000

MUSCONGUS BAY, NEARLY 300 FEET OF SALTWATER
FRONTAGE, views across Hockomock Channel and the islands beyond and
a 40’ dock with float are yours with
this recently built 3-bedroom cape.
This one-of-a kind property is situated on over 2 acres of gently sloping, lightly forested grounds.
Included is a spacious, flexible
barn/boat building. $639,000

SET AMIDST TOWERING
PINES, WITH 450 FEET OF
SCENIC ST. GEORGE RIVER
FRONTAGE is this Cushing saltwater building site. Privacy is
assured by 13 acres of gently sloping forested land, leading from a
lightly traveled country lane to the
water’s edge. Truly a rare find.
$269,000

LIGHTLY FORESTED, MID-COASTAL BUILDING SITE of nearly 2
acres. This surveyed and soil tested plot has been groomed and is ready for
your new home. Located in a private setting, almost at the end of a country
lane. $38,000

LISTINGS NEEDED
Offering complete real estate services by FULL-TIME PROFESSIONALS

MAINE STAY REALTY/RUBENSTEIN
MAIN STREET, P.O. BOX 195
THOMASTON, MAINE 04861-0195

TEL: 207-354-6654 • FAX: 207-354-6959
rubenstn@verizon.net

Free MP3 Player
When you sign up for DIRECTV
and mention this ad!
Your Local Authorized Dealer for:

A small abode doesn’t mean you have to sacrifice style.
Jeanne Ann Dietrich lives in a story-and-a-half bungalow.
The interior of her Craftsman-style home may be considered
pint-sized to some — the main floor living space is a mere
950 square feet — but the use of double-duty furniture and
bright colors gives her home more personality than some mansions twice its size.
Dietrich’s home is an example of how to break through
many misconceptions about the use of color in a small space.
Her use of vivid shades of lime green, red, gold and blue
create a joyful, happy interior. And her decorating philosophy proves limited space can be challenging rather than
intimidating. The result is cozy — not claustrophobic.
Many interior decorators say the first step to decorating
a small space is acknowledging its inherent advantages.
Having less space means less furniture and fewer accessories to buy; a smaller budget means you can focus on using
unique or bold pieces. Small rooms also can inspire de-cluttering your home and life, keeping only necessary items.
Dietrich hired an interior designer, JimWilson, to formulate
her decorating plan. Her first purchases were two red ceramic
table lamps with lime-green shades adorned with off-white polka dots. Her home is filled with an eclectic mix of antiques
and modern accessories.A large area rug with vibrant-hued circles and a small red couch command attention in the living room,
set against a backdrop of topaz-gold walls. Two lime-green
ottomans do double-duty as coffee tables and storage units.
“I love the bright colors. I think it distracts from the rooms
being small. If people have things to look at, whether it’s the
color of the walls or furniture, it distracts from the size of the
room,” shesays.An exampleof this philosophy isher bathroom,
whichispaintedneonorange.Thekitchenwallsareapplegreen.
Jim Wilson, owner of an Illinois interiors company, says one
of the first things to consider when decorating a smaller space
is the scale of the furniture. “It shouldn’t be oversized,” he
says. “And don’t use too many pieces. It’s better to use an
important statement piece and have less.”
Many furniture companies design furniture to fit small
spaces. Wilson advises purchasing a short sofa (72 to 80
inches long) instead of the standard size (86 inches).

“A short sofa still fits two people
but it’s not so massive,” he says.
“Then add a comfortable chair and
accent chair and call it quits.”
Wilson says Dietrich’s approach
is a solid example of how to make
the most of a small space.
“Don’t be afraid of color,” he says.
“Either light or dark colors will
enhance a space as long as it’s all one
color.” Wilson says he even painted
a room black for one client; it worked
because all the walls were painted the
same shade.
He also advises keeping patterns
to smaller accessories like ottomans
or pillows, and using textured but
plain fabrics on larger furniture
pieces to add interest.
Mark Polk, 29, lives in a loft and
has used strong colors to create his
living space. The real-estate developer and businessman
says the 2,000-square-foot space seems larger because of
the large windows and open floor plan. He and his designer Gwen Clayton decorated the space using nearly 14 colors — from dark blue, moss green, brown, and melon to
magenta — to add interest to the living space.
“If you want to do bold color, do yourself a favor and do
it everywhere. It makes the space seem much larger. A lot
of people get into accent walls. That’s just a huge no-no in
a small space. It brings attention to it,” Clayton says.
The loft’s disadvantages have encouraged Polk to be creative and patient. The open floor plan allows him to have a
pool table in the living room, but he’s in the process of purchasing more furniture.
“One thing I would express is, don’t buy it just to have it.
Buy it because it’s the piece you want and it makes the
room,” he says. “I try not to collect too much stuff. I’m a
fan of minimal pieces and pictures. I have the ‘less is more’
philosophy.”
Clayton says homeowners should focus on function.
“Everything is based around function. Form follows function,” she says. “Anything that’s not functioning doesn’t
need to be there.” A good example is an ottoman with a tray
on top to hold drinks and prop up your feet as well as provide extra seating and storage.
One of the first things Clayton does when designing a
small space is organize the closet. “Cut down on what you
keep there. Make sure everything has a place. Use the basement or create space in the attic. You should utilize every
square inch of your closet,” she says.
When designing Polk’s space, she took into consideration that he likes to entertain when determining how much
seating was needed. “Not enough people think about that.
Do I need seating for six? Placing a bench under a windowsill, or installing a window seat is a way of adding more
seating,” she says.
And remember, more doesn’t always equal better. For Dietrich, who is in the process of adding a sunroom on the back
of her home, it’s a matter of organizing the space you have.
© Copley News Service

Our Own Harvey Line...

Great
Reasons
to Buy
Now!

3

• 10% Rebate on
your Federal Taxes
• Harvey Rebate
• Pen-Bay Glass
Fall Sale pricing

Pen-Bay Glass, Inc.
207-594-4121 • 84 Park Street, Rockland ME

Rte. 1, Rockland-Thomaston Line, Rockland • 594-0766

FALL WINDOW SALE
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Even if you can’t afford to
Closets are coming out of
have a professional redesign
the closet, so to speak. Once
of your closet, there are a few
considered just spaces carved
things you can do to better
out of the wall to keep our
organize your space. Peterson
clothes and other necessary
advises cleaning out your
items out of sight, closets
closets periodically, especialare now featured front and
ly in the spring and fall when
center in the home remodelthe seasons change.
ing arena.
“The bottom line is the
The small, simple closet
80/20 rule. We wear 20 perwith a rod and small shelf is
cent of our wardrobe 80
no longer acceptable. People
percent of the time,” he says.
are fascinated with getting
Keep the high-quality items,
organized. For proof, check
but anything you haven’t worn
out the number of popular telin a year, that’s worn at the
evision shows and magazines
A simple rod and shelf no longer
cuffs or neck, stained or
devoted entirely to the subject
beyond repairing, and doesn’t
— they teach us how to
measure up
— by Penny Zimmerman-Wills
fit should be tossed or given
streamline our stuff, coordiaway.
nate our belongings and give
“Saving items for when you
us control of our life. Having
take off that last 10 pounds
a well-organized closet means
can be discouraging. And the
more than just being able to
reason is, it can often take
find the right pair of shoes at
longer than you like. If you
a moment’s notice.
have to save something for the
“If you hate your closet,
new you, pick one item or outyou’re going to hate it twice a
fit and that will be your motivator. Then when you lose it,
day,” says Brooke Peterson, owner and president of The
your reward is to go out and buy new things,” he says.
Closet Guy, Inc.
Once you clean the space out, think about how you use
“One thing we are seeing is the evolution of closets,”
the items before you put them back. Items you use the most
Peterson says. “There’s a lot more interest in upgrading to
should be placed in the most accessible places like the back
a personalized storage system. People are looking for someof a door, he advises.
thing more than a standard wire rack, shelf and rod. They
Another tip is to think about the easiest way to see items
are looking at adjustable shelving and drawers, along with
hanging in your closet and not the way you wear them.
hanging spaces they need for their wardrobes.”
For example, hang pants on the top rod and shirts on the
Peterson says people are demanding better closets for two
bottom. Not only does this create more room because pants
reasons: better utilization of space, and the look and qualdon’t stick out away from the hanger as much, it’s also easity available today. The basic cost of upgrading a standard
ier to see items on the bottom rack.
eight-foot closet with a laminated system, which includes
No matter what size your closet is, it makes your life easa 24-inch middle shelf tower, adjustable double-hanging
ier if it’s organized.
rods on each side and shelves across the top, is $375.
“The last thing you want to do in the morning is run
Peterson says the custom closet trend has expanded in
around looking for your shoes,” Peterson says. “You will
two directions. One is the garage, which is becoming more
gain space you didn’t know you had. Once you have everylike a part of the house. Some people are using their garages
thing organized, you will gain time every day and not waste
as game rooms, with pool tables and dart boards, so they
it looking around for things you know are there. Once you
want to store their extra stuff behind closed doors.
have everything in place and can grab everything quickly,
The home office is another trend. With more people workyour day is going to go better.”
ing from home during regular business hours or after hours,
they want a comfortable, organized space, says Peterson.
© Copley News Service

Closet Evolution
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3-

Y
41HP, 4-Cyl. DSL Engine
WARREAR
4-Wheel Drive
ANTY
ML112 Loader, 1,972 Lbs. Capacity
72" Bucket
Quicktatch Skidsteer Adaptor
Bucket Hook
Power Steering
12x12 Synchro Shuttle
Transmission
• Independent Rear PTO
• Rear SCV

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sale $21,42500
Price Includes Loader
How Do We Compare?
• 3-Year Warranty
• Factory Trained Service Technicians
• Heavier Weight Than the Competition in Most Cases
• Your Choice of Agricultural, Turf or Industrial Tires

98% of MAHINDRA
owners are likely
to recommend
MAHINDRA

4530
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Garages • Vinyl Siding • Decks
Metal Roofing • Windows
Doors • Gutters
Home Additions
Interior Renovations
Shingle Roofing
Garage Doors • Porches
• Sun Rooms

1-800-464-3039
www.all-season.com
15
YEARS

Built • Installed • Guaranteed
Free Estimates • References

BBB
oooooooooooo
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— Camden Harbor on a foggy
summer day.
BY DAN KIRCHOFF

ROCK • MAPLE • REALTY

785-2000

295 Common Road • “On the Common”
P.O. Box 710 • Union, Maine 04862

Visit Us at RockMapleRealEstate.com • e-mail: rockmapl@midcoast.com
NEW LISTING

3

-Y
42HP, 3-Cyl. DSL Engine
WARREAR
4-Wheel Drive
ANTY
ML245 Loader, 2,480 Lbs. Capacity
Power Steering
CAT 1 & 2 Three Point Hitch
8x8 Synchromesh Transmission
Independent Rear PTO
One Rear Remote Hyd. Valve

Sale $23,12000
Price Includes Loader

APPLETON – NEW LISTING! - Cozy log home on
1.2 acres on a quiet,country road. $109,500

UNION – Newer doublewide home on 5 acres. Quiet
road in Union. Could have impressive view to the west
with clearing. $145,000

PALERMO – Nicely maintained 3 bdrm ranch on 1.5
acres. Quiet road midway between Augusta and
Belfast. $134,900

WASHINGTON – Large gambrel style home on 3
acres. Has been used as a multi-family in the past. Most
recently a single family home. 2 baths, up to 5 bedrooms. $100,000

0% APR
FINANCING
Available

or Take Up to an Additional
$600 Off Sale Price to
Qualified Buyers.
See Dealer for Details.

REDUCED!

WASHINGTON – Comfortable single level home on
5 scenic acres. Cottage like interior, Elmira wood
cookstove, farm pond, gardens, fields and woods.
$139,000

UNION – 3 bedroom ranch home with attached garage
and beautiful panoramic views on quiet, scenic country
road. $164,500

UNION – Sporting camp or family getaway on 14 acres,
deep in the woods. No utilities, rustic living at its best. Built
in 1999, excellent condition with separate workshop/privy,
large fire pit, furnishings and equipment. $94,500

UNION – Nicely renovated duplex just steps from
Union Common. Each two bedroom unit has separate
furnace and utilities. Vinyl siding, new septic, public
water, $189,900

HAMMOND TRACTOR CO.
(207) 785-4464
Route 17, Union
(877-HT-UNION)
877-488-6466

Committed
“A REAL TRACTPeople...Exceptional
OR FOR PEOPLE WITH WORKValue
TO DO.”
Visit our New Web Site at www.hammondtractor.com
Monday - Friday 7:30-5 • Saturday 7:30 -noon
TOLL FREE

(207) 453-7131
Route 139, Fairfield
(877-HT-FAIRFIELD)
877-483-2473

7

Your Full Service Contractor

Specializing in Country Property Since 1974

S

ON A MAHINDRA NOTHING GETS
BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR LAND

Thursday, August 24, 2006
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Tr ue Hall Realty
Waterfront Real Estate
WATER VIEW

WATERFRONT

Tenants Harbor. Year round home with views
from Barter Hill. $299,000

Cushing. Year round home on 2.5 acres with
frontage on Maple Juice Cove. $649,000

WATERFRONT

WATERFRONT

hearths, mantles and

Cushing. Waterfront parcels over 2 acres with over 300
feet of shoreline. $190,000

Tenants Harbor. Waterfront acreage, privacy, existing
wharf, sunset views. $825,000

thresholds. All in

WATERFRONT

WATERFRONT

MARBLE & GRANITE
We fabricate and install
kitchen countertops,
bathroom vanities,
fireplace surrounds,

beautiful granite,
H e i r l o o m Ti l e w o r k s

marble, soapstone,

Fine Hand-Carved and Pressed Tile

slate, onyx, limestone

Charming cottage with great views and frontage.
Martinsville $625,000

and travetine. And don’t
forget the new caesar
stone, the 95% quartz
engineered stone in a
wide variety of colors!

St. George. Hathorn Point, land with deep water
frontage. $395,000

True Hall Realty
13 Mechanic Street, P.O. Box 121, Tenants Harbor, Maine 04860

207-372-8952 • www.truehall.com

REALTOR

®Realtor/Brokers Serving the St. George Peninsula since 1956

)(
L U M B E R & H A R D WA R E

E.L. SPEAR, INC.
SINCE 1900
10 Payne Ave. (U.S. Rte. 1) – Rockland • Tel. 594-4331

Ceramic tiles

E.L. SPEAR
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279 Main St.
Rockland
594-1944

LOCATIONS

YOUR EVERYDAY PROJECT PLACE!
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Vinyl Replacement
Windows

418 Western Ave.
Augusta
622-0906

Come see the experts at E.L. Spear for
ALL of your Home Remodeling Needs!

69 State Rd.
1370 Portland Ave.
West Bath
Arundel
443-9691 midcoastmgme@yahoo.com 467-8150
www.midcoastmarbleandgranite.com

Store Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7:00-5:00
Sat. 7:30-4:00
Sun. 9:00-4:00

Custom
Kolbe Windows

Armstrong Cabinets

“THE BUILDERS CHOICE FOR 106 YEARS”

Close the Cottage
with Care
In Our
The summer months
Backyard
have flown by. It seems
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IT’S A FACT!

FRONT LOAD WASHERS
SAVE ENERGY & MONEY
• Larger Loads with no bulky agitator. The
average load increase is 30%. The extra space
improves washing of bulky items like sleeping
bags, bedspreads and throw rugs.
• Hi-Speed extraction. Front-load washers spin
at over 1000 rpm. Clothes come out drier and
thereby reduce drying time. This saves energy
and helps the dryer keep pace with the washer
during multiple-load washing.
• Gentler on laundry items. Gentler wash
action, with no agitator.
• Quieter. No clunky sounds, just the whir of the
spin cycle.
• Cleans better. Front load washers clean many
stains better than conventional top-load washers.
• Energy conservation. Front-load washers can
easily save over $100 per year in energy costs,
and they use 1/3 to 1/2 as much water. Because
they use less water, they also require up to 68%
less electricity to heat the water, resulting in
more energy savings.

Invented for life

NEW BOSCH NEXXT
WASHER
WFMC 3301UC

• 3.8 Cu. Ft. (largest front load
in the business)
• XXTRA SanitaryTM 170o Wash
Temp
• 1,100 RPM Spin Cycle
• Energy Star Rated

999

$$

NEW

BOSCH NEXXT
DRYER
WTMC 3321US

• 6.7 Cu. Ft. Capacity
• 11 Drying Programs
• See Through Safety Door

849

$$

Professional stunt cat.
Do not try this at home.

Financing Available • Free Delivery
Main St., Rockland • 594-2929
Need parts? 1-800-215-9867

Free
y
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e-mail: kelseysappliance@verizon.net
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1416 Atlantic Way
IN
Waldoboro Me 04572 H • M
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Floor Store and More

TH

IA P
AINTS • PURDY BR
SALE!
Chris and Pam Jameson
®
California
Owners
PAINT
Paints
832-6675
20% OFF
OLORS
EC

AM

OF

PHONE: 563-5147 • FAX: 563-1138 • 1-800-890-7196
24 HOUR SERVICE
ROUTE 1 • DAMARISCOTTA

R

IF

• Sales
• Installation
• Maintenance
• Kohler Standby Generators

• LAMI N AT E • LI N
OL
EU
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M
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•T

X

PLUMBING • HEATING • ELECTRICAL

W
A

Appliance Village
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like just yesterday you Weekly thoughts from the Maine
were opening up your Department of Environmental Protection
cottage for the summer. Things were so hectic then; cleaning, repairing, hooking up the waterline, installing the dock
and mooring, and launching the boat, in anticipation of those
fun-filled days on the water. Now it is time to get the cottage ready for the harsh fall and winter months ahead. You
probably have a list of things to do to ensure that expensive repairs will not be needed next spring.
When going through this yearly winterizing ritual, it is
important to consider possible impacts to water bodies and
the surrounding environment from these activities. After all,
one of the main reasons you go to the cottage is to enjoy the
area’s unspoiled beauty.
Winterizing a cottage requires preventing pipes from freezing. Unless the structure is heated year-round, most owners drain the water system to ensure that it won’t freeze. In
the past it was common practice to use antifreeze to protect plumbing. Antifreeze is toxic and it poses a threat to
ground and surface waters, not to mention the danger of it
being ingested by pets. Adding antifreeze to plumbing fixtures is not necessary, provided all the fixtures are completely drained. If you can’t do this, use low-toxicity antifreeze
to minimize potential threats.
Damage from rodents such as mice and squirrels is also
a concern for cottage owners. Refrain from using pesticides
or poisons. To prevent these unwanted guests, inspect the
building inside and out to make sure there are no openings
for rodents to enter. Remove all food sources from the cottage before you close it.
To make sure that shorefront areas will not succumb to
ice or wave damage, inspect the shoreline thoroughly. Stabilize any eroding areas with vegetation or rock riprap if
necessary. If using riprap, or patching a retaining wall, anything more than minor maintenance and repair will require
state and local permits, so plan accordingly. This is also a
good time to inspect parking and landscaped areas for signs
of erosion. When removing docks and boats from the water,
try to store them in an area that will not kill vegetation. A
stable shoreline and healthy vegetation are important in keeping eroding soil from harming water quality.
Regarding boat motors and other power equipment, do
not try to drain gasoline from fuel tanks. Instead, use fuel
stabilizer (available from your dealer or auto parts store) to
keep fuel fresh for next season. Winterize your engine(s)
away from the water. When changing lubricating oils, collect the oil and bring it to a recycling facility for proper disposal. Wash boats away from the water, preferably at a commercial car wash. Many detergents and motor oils contain
chemicals that can pollute water bodies.
Following these simple rules when winterizing your cottage
will go far in protecting the natural resources you so enjoy as
a cottage owner. We all must work together to ensure that our
natural resources remain in good shape for future generations.
This column was submitted by William Laflamme, an Environmental specialist with the Maine DEP’s Bureau of Land
and Water Quality. In Our Back Yard is a weekly column of
the Maine Department of Environmental Protection. E-mail
environmental questions to infodep@maine.gov or send them
to In Our Back Yard, Maine DEP, 17 State House Station,
Augusta, ME 04333.
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Vermont Castings Pre-Season Sale—Save Up to $200!

— a roof peak on Warren
Street, viewed from Rockland’s
Good Tern Co-op. BY DAN KIRCHOFF

Come in and see the latest styles of Vermont Castings Fireplaces, Stoves and More.
596-6496
Rte. 90, Rockland
Chimney
& Stoves

www.mazzeosinc.com
Tues.–Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Nothing brings your household together better than the warmth and glow
of a beautiful fire, or the radiance of a comfy stove. From the traditional
and contemporary styling of our Vermont Castings fireplaces, to the exciting new designer colors of Vermont Castings stoves, Vermont Castings
makes your décor come to life. Come see us today for a great selection of
the finest fireplaces and stoves available, Vermont Castings.

CHAIN LINK
PVC FENCING
ALUM. FENCING
Year Round
Installations
www.tomfence.com

TOM FENCE

CEDAR FENCING

RTE. 1 • WARREN • 273-1000 • 1-800-360-4866

SALES/SERVICE
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At Abel Property Management we understand that
there can be responsibilities and worries associated
with maintaining a second home. That’s why we are
proud to offer our winter watch program.
• Weekly home inspections

• Flush all toilets

• Check temperature and heating system

• Check basement for water leaks

• Check electrical panel/circuit breakers

• Check security system for proper operation

• Start automobiles in garage

• Accept packages and place in home

• Check smoke detector operation

• Use of our 24 hour pager

• Run all faucets to insure water is in traps

• Be available for whatever comes up

Maine’s Premier Property Management Company

Rocky’s Stove Shoppe
COMPLETE CHIMNEY SERVICE

622-3410 • 1-800-627-3410 • RTE. 3, AUGUSTA (1/8 mi. from LaPointe’s)
We Serve the Midcoast – Friendly, Courteous Service

Abel Property Management
“Part Guardian Angel, Part Watchdog, Always Acting in Your Best Interest.”
Insured/References Available
904 Main St., Waldoboro, Maine
www.abelpropertymanagement.com • 832-7772

WHY NOT BUILD THE BEST?
It’s a Shore Thing!

Capes from
$78,000

Q

Colonials from
$100,000

Chalets from
$87,000

Ranches from
$68,000

All Our Homes Feature: Andersen Windows
uality
30-Year Architectural Shingles • Insulated Doors
That Speaks
Merrilat Cabinets in Oak or Maple • Front & Back Stairs
For Itself
Pictures May Vary

Shoreline Home Sales
354-3600
Ask about our referral incentives!

Visit Our Home Site
U.S. Route 1
Thomaston
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Floor It

Give your bathroom
a new look fast
with tile, vinyl
— by Vicky Katz Whitaker

That fresh coat of paint worked wonders on the wall,
the stylish mirror sparkles and the new vanity, well, it’s just
perfect. So why does your newly redecorated bathroom still
give you the blues?
It could be the floor.
Frequently overlooked in a makeover process, new flooring can tie all your other improvements together, enhancing the effects of newly painted or papered walls, window
treatments, cabinetry, mirrors, even bathroom fixtures. Fortunately, installing a new bathroom floor doesn’t have to be
expensive or time-consuming. With the right tools and materials, budget-conscious do-it-yourselfers can replace an old
bathroom floor in a matter of hours.
Here’s what the experts suggest:
• Take advantage of the free advice available at your local
flooring dealer, in books and brochures, on DVDs and especially on the Internet. Also, most home-improvement chains
offer free flooring seminars for do-it-yourselfers.
• Ceramic tile is popular because it’s durable, easy to clean
and comes in a variety of colors and textures. But it can be
pricey. If you’re on a tight budget, look for discontinued
or overstocked tiles, but be sure to purchase a few extras
since you might not be able to otherwise match one damaged during or after installation.
• You’ll need special tools to install a ceramic floor. Before
you buy, check your toolbox. You may already own some
of them!
• Vinyl is a less costly option for the novice do-it-your-

selfer. It’s also easier and faster to install than
ceramic tile and is soft under foot. Available in
sheet and tile format, vinyl offers limitless design
possibilities.
Like ceramic tile, vinyl requires little maintenance. Usually sold in 6-, 9- and 12-foot rolls or
12-by-12-inch tiles, it comes in myriad colors,
textures, designs and grades. As with ceramic
tile, be sure to pick up some extra squares to
repair worn or damaged areas.
• Laminated flooring — the wear-, stain- and
indentation-resistant floor covering that looks
like wood, stone or marble — is most commonly used in kitchens, dining rooms, hallways and
other high-traffic areas. But its suitability as a
bathroom floor covering is less certain.
The North American Laminate Flooring Association, the industry’s trade group, points out that
laminated floors installed in bathrooms may
require special installation, a view shared by
flooring experts. While it is impervious to water,
moisture can work its way under a laminate floor
or along its edges. Real wood is equally vulnerable as a bathroom floor material because of its
sensitivity to changes in temperature and humidity, especially if you shower every day.
Before you pick a floor, do some research at
your local library, in bookstores and on the Internet. The latter is especially valuable, with hundreds of sites providing tips, even step-by-step
advice, for do-it-yourselfers planning to replace
a bathroom floor.

Web Resources

• www.repair-home.com. Discusses the pros and cons
of replacement bathroom flooring materials and offers advice
on planning and do-it-yourself installation.
• www.floorstransformed.com. Tips for do-it-yourselfers
planning to install ceramic tile over wood, concrete, vinyl
or linoleum surfaces.
• www.easy2diy.com. You’ll find everything from a materials list to common mistakes made by do-it-yourselfers
replacing an old bathroom floor. In addition to lots of helpful tips, the site provides an estimate of how long it should
take you to install a new floor based on the type of material you choose and your skill level.
• www.doityourself.com. Advice on picking floor colors
and design.
• www.designersketchbook.com. Preview your new
ceramic tile floor by style, color, grout and more.
• www.onthehouse.com. Nationally recognized home
building and renovation experts James and Morris Carey
take you step-by-step through the ceramic tile flooring
process.
• www.hometime.com. Photos and precise directions on
how to install almost any type of material on a bathroom
floor including laying out ceramic tile, installing a sub-floor,
gluing down vinyl, even how to choose tile adhesives.
• www.acehardware.com. Easy-to-follow guide for
installing vinyl floors.

Open 6:30-5:00 Mon.–Fri. • 7:00–4:00 Sat. • 8:00–12:00 Sun.

© Copley News Service
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ATTENTION
Landscapers & Home Owners
Call or See Us for
• Crushed Stone
• Pea Stone
• Ledge Stone
• Blue Stone (Crushed)
• Reclaimed Asphalt
Asphalt &
• Stone Dust
Chip Seal
riveways
D
• Loam

WE DELIVER TOO!
Our Rockport & Washington
Locations Open Monday-Friday, 7 am - 4 pm
Saturday, 7 am - Noon

236-4319
845-2313
Camden St., Rockport
Washington
www.marrinerspaving.com

Residential / Commercial
Complete Electrical Services
Free Estimates / References Available
Fully Insured / Prompt Reliable Service

Nobleboro, Me

— Curtis Island.

BY DAN KIRCHOFF
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The Earth-Friendly
Way To Do Windows
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COMPOST

— by Ken Hoyt

Carefully selected 100%
natural ingredients.
Exceeds USDA
standards.
Aged to perfection.

Few things make a home look more welcoming
than clean windows. Most conventional window
sprays contain harmful chemicals such as ammonia. Try this nontoxic recipe on cleaning day.

Professional Window Washing Tips

Homemade Vinegar Window Rinse

2 tablespoons white distilled vinegar
2 quarts water
2 small buckets
1 squeegee
Clean, lint-free cloths

$25 PER CUBIC YARD – LOADED
$35 PER CUBIC YARD – DELIVERED

1. Fill the buckets with warm water.
2. Add the white vinegar to one of the buckets and agitate
to mix. (The clear water will be your rinse.)
3. Apply the cleaning solution with a cloth — which you will

New Windows

832-4204
CHRIST LUMBER
PRODUCTS

Replacements can add value and
energy efficiency
— by Lori Harlan

89 Hendrickson Lane
Friendship, ME 04547

As windows age, the seals deteriorate, creating leaks that
allow heat to escape and cold air to enter. Replacing windows can improve the value, energy efficiency, and beauty
of a home, both inside and out.
Window retailer Sy Aimen recommends homeowners
examine drafty windows in summer or fall and look for
leaks. Ailing windows should be replaced. How many windows are replaced depends largely on the buyer’s budget.
For maximum comfort and energy efficiency, however, all
the windows should be replaced.
The quality and workmanship of replacement windows
are essential, according to Aimen. Most windows come with
some type of warranty, but he suggests customers be wary
of offers that sound too good to be true.
“Lifetime warranties? Whose lifetime?” Aimen asks.
“Companies close. Suppliers go out of business. You cannot make a lifetime guarantee.”
Prices can range from $150 to $300 per window, but the
total expense depends on the number of windows.
While most customers consider word-of-mouth referrals
and brand names when choosing a dealer, Aimen recom-

cards • toys
gourmet kitchenware

435 main street • rockland • 594-9246

use only for that task — and start at the top of the window,
working from side to side as you clean. Let stand for a few seconds and rinse with a separate cloth dipped in the clear water.
4. Immediately use your squeegee to remove the water. You
will have the least drippy windows if you wipe the
squeegee blade with a dry cloth after every pass.
The spray-and-wipe method has become the
norm for maintaining them, but by taking a cue
from professional window cleaners, you can keep
piles of paper towels out of the landfill.
1. Never wash windows on a bright day or when the sun has
preheated the window.You’ll be constantly fighting glare
and streaks.
2. To clean corners, use a toothbrush or cotton swab.
3. In winter, a few tablespoons of rubbing alcohol in the
water will keep it from freezing to the window.
4. Crumpled-up newspaper is terrific for rubbing away streaks.
5. If you squeegee from side to side on the window’s inside and
up to down on the outside, you can easily identify which side
© 2006 by Ogden Publications Inc.
the streak is on.
mends doing a more thorough background check.
“Consider how long the dealer has been in business and
check references. Call four to five customers before you do
business with someone,” Aimen says.
After choosing a dealer, homeowners then have to decide
which type of windows they prefer. Options include bay,
bow, double hung, casement, sliding, awning, basement and
garden windows. Popular features include double-strength
glass, which blocks heat and protects curtains and furniture
from fading, as well as safety features such as double locks
and security hatches, which allow the windows to be open
only a few inches.
While styles vary, most replacement windows are vinyl,
which means little to no maintenance. Old wooden windows had to be painted and scraped, a chore that leads some
homeowners to inadvertently paint the windows shut.
Albert Jefferies discovered windows that had been painted shut by a previous owner when he and his wife, Joyce,
bought an older house about a year ago. He recently replaced
the old single-pane windows. The new windows tilt in for
easy cleaning and have built-in screens.
Jefferies, who used to work in construction, bought the midpriced windows at a local store and installed them himself.
Choosing windows from a local dealer was important to him.
“If you ever need to replace a lock or pane, you don’t want
to call all across the country,” Jefferies says.
© Copley News Service

Update with our energy efficient Maine Institute for
the Healing Arts
appliances and $AVE!
(formerly Avena Institute)
FALL-WINTER 2006 SCHEDULE

Frontload Washer
(GLTF1670A)

Easy Home Greenhouse/Coldframe
Construction and Use
September 16

• 16 Cycles
• 7 Wash / Rinse Temperature
Combinations: Hot/Cold, Warm/Cold
(2), Cold/Cold (2), Warm/Warm (2)
• Extra Rinse Auto Option
• Short Wash Cycle

Simpler Life/Compassionate Living
September 16-17
Touch for Health: Level 1
September 30-October 1

Check Out Our
Full Line of Rinnai Heaters
& Frigidaire Appliances!

Ancient History of Herbs: Their Uses
in Healing, Cooking and Rituals
October 7-8
Medicinal Mushrooms of Maine
October 15

Rinnai Continuous Flow
Water Heaters
(For Residential)

Safety & Convenience
• Internal Direct Vent
• L.P. Gas
• Allows You to Set Your
Own Temperature

Egyptian Healing Rods & Psychic Circle
October 28

Touch for Health: Level 2
October 28-29
Art H.O.P.E. Creativity Gathering
November 1
December 6
Morning Moves
November 2 (will continue every following
Tuesday and Thursday)
Shiatsu for Tension and Tiredness
November 4
Seeing Through the Veil: Developing
Psychic Skills - Level 1
November 5
A Holistic Approach to Breast Health
for Women
November 11
Touch for Health: Level 3
November 25-26
Touch for Health: Level 4
December 16-17

Check on the web at www.avenainstitute.org
for class descriptions, teacher biographies, prices and refund policy.

www.midcoastmaine.net/marksappliance

MARK’S APPLIANCE & HEATING
Rte. 90

Physiology of Peace
Part 1: October 21
Part 2: November 18
Part 3: December 16

TAKE 10% OFF
if registering for a class one month
before its start date.

Call Maine Institute for the Healing Arts to register.
594-2403

Model 2532-FFU

Sales & Service • Fuel Oil & LP Delivery
273-3412 • 1-877-273-3412

Maine Institute for the Healing Arts Open House
October 21

EARLY BIRD
SPECIAL!

Warren

MIHA, 120 Union Street, Rockport, ME 04856
Maine Institute for the Healing Arts (MIHA) is a non-profit educational center offering programs
that stimulate curiosity, exploration and personal transformation to enhance our community. Workshops in herbalism and the healing arts provide a gateway to health and discovery of who we are in
relation to the natural world.
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People who live in midcoast Maine don’t have summer ly expired. I’ve since read that pansies shouldn’t be planted
vacations; they entertain people who do. They stay home in the same place more than three years in a row. I don’t know
and take vacationing friends and relations out to eat lob- why this is so, but my plants certainly attested to its veracity.
ster and crab rolls. Like everyone else, what I did on my However, it’s also true that pansies have very specific soil-temsummer vacation was stay at home and garden. As the sea- peratures requirements, I’ve since learned. They require soil
son slows down, I’m looking back at what was a very mixed temperatures between 45 and 65 degrees F for best growth.
Pansies planted when soil temperatures go below 45 degrees
season, to say the least.
It was author Russell Baker who said, “I haven’t had a show stunted, pale-green leaves, little growth and, most imporhappy life, thank God.” This echoes my feelings about tantly, little or no flowering. Cold-stressed root systems are
the garden this year: it hasn’t been perfect, but I’ve certain- less efficient in taking up nutrients. During very cold weather, when soil temperatures fall below 45 degrees,
ly learned a lot from it. In a perfect seaplant roots literally shut down.
son with just the right amounts of sun and
On the other hand, pansies planted too earrain at the right time, we all congratulate
ly and exposed to warm temperatures often
ourselves on what great gardeners we are,
appear yellow; the stems stretch and the new
but it’s the challenging years with flood
growth will appear as small rosettes at the
and drought, harsh winds and driving
ends of stems. As a result, the plants flower
rains that offer a learning experience. It
poorly and become more susceptible to diswould be easy to forget the misery of
ease, so it’s quite possible that I either froze
another cold, wet spring when summer’s
mine or waited too late to plant them, and if
bounty is finally flooding in, but I’m
I’d kept a good garden journal, I’d be able to
making a deliberate effort to remind
know which was the case — another lesson
myself that it was a mistake not to plant
to be learned from this summer. When garthe peas when Nature offered an unusuden conditions fluctuate a lot, it’s good to
ally warm week in early April. I assumed
know the conditions under which seeds and
the warm days would continue, but
by Georgeanne Davis
plants went into the ground.
instead we were hit with a month of torEvery gardening season has its successes and failures.
rential rain and I was harvesting peas right alongside stringbeans in late July, instead of in late June. While waiting This year has been a sensational one for all berries, and
around for the plants to deliver, I did some research and stringbeans, to judge by my own crop and those of market
found out that peas planted in April will yield 50% more gardeners, are equally prolific. But there seems to be no
than those planted in May. Because yields decrease as day explanation for total squash crop failure: in the land of giant
length increases, the earlier you plant the better. I always zucchinis, my garden has not produced even a thumb-sized
thought I’d just have later peas with a later planting date; specimen. Ditto yellow squash, which never grew longer
now I know I’ll also have fewer peas as well if I don’t get than palm-sized. There was no insect predation, no powdery mildew — just Lilliputian plants where there would
out there as early as possible.
Pansies are always one of my favorite bedding annuals and usually be jolly green giants. I’m still looking for an explaI’ve had plants winter over on occasion, but this year the pan- nation so that I can avoid the problem next year, when,
sies didn’t even summer over. They just limped along and final- thankfully, the slate is wiped clean and we begin anew.

What I Did
on My
Summer
Vacation

HOME

&
GARDEN

The Fall Webworm

In mid-July the fall webworm, Hypantria cunea, a meming wild along fences and woodland borders as well as in
ber of the moth family, appears as envelopes or clusters of
some yards.
brown leaves bound together with a web of silk. While they
A landowner would have to be very alert to observe the
pose no economic problem to Maine’s forests, they do prosmall larvae in their early stages of development. Howevduce unsightly brown masses on favorite trees.
er, nature does provide some webworm predators. Foremost
By mid-summer home owners begin their calls to
from our observation have been the migrating fall warblers.
Audubon asking. “What is it and what can I do about it?”
These insect-loving birds will examine nearly every branch
When first observed, it’s usually too late to do anything.
and search out every leaf of a tree, gleaning insects of any
The adult fall webworm has a wingspread of 1 to 1-1/2
description. This is an important part of the fattening-up
inches and is nearly pure white. The adults
process during fall migration.
M I D - C O A S T
appear from May to July and deposit their
There are a great many species of small
several hundred eggs in a hair-covered
insects in the family Scelionidae that are
mass on the underside of the leaves of the
parasitic to the eggs of the fall webworm.
host tree.
Another very small beneficial insect is TriThe newly hatched larvae spin a silken web
chogramma, which parasitizes the eggs of
over the foliage on which they feed, expandmany harmful forest insect species, including the area as the insects grow and exhaust
ing the fall webworm. This insect is less
— by Joe Gray,
their food supply. The larvae feed on the tenthan 1/64th of an inch long and inserts its
interpretive naturalist
der upper surfaces of leaves and as they
eggs directly into the eggs of the host.
mature completely consume the entire leaf except the midrib
Of all Maine wildlife, insect species make up the biggest
and veins. The caterpillars then return to the soil, where pupapart, yet we frequently do not give credit to the natural order,
tion occurs just beneath the surface of the soil in a thin cocoon.
the balance that is built into the scheme of things. When we
Little can be done once the web has been discovered
use chemical poisons we upset this natural balance.
except remove the entire affected part and burn it. By the
La pomme
time they are discovered, most of their activity has been
BY DAN
completed.
KIRCHOFF
The fall webworm occurs throughout the United States
and lower Canada and are of little importance to an entire
Maine wood lot. While the insect’s hosts include more than
100 species, in our midcoast area they are most frequently
found on species of cherry and apple, usually those grow-

AUDUBON
WINDOW

MUMS
Starting At

2 ea.
$ 79*
3 ea.
$ 59*

5"
8"

Other Pot Sizes Up to 16"
* After Quantity Discount of five or more
MONDAY-SATURDAY 8-5
ROUTE 17, WEST ROCKPORT
594-5070
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T R E E K E E P E R S

TM

LLC

J OH N S O N ’S A R B O R I C U LT U R E
The important
trees & shrubs
in your landscape . . .
deserve the finest
arboricultural care
& artistry.

TREE & SHRUB CARE
Specializing in Preservation
Aesthetic, health & safety pruning
Cabling/bracing  Removals
Planting  Fertilization/aeration
Tree protection during construction
Woodland paths  Vistas  Shoreland zones
Tree appraisals  Consultations

Nancy Caudle-Johnson
Douglas N. Johnson, Sr. Arborist

207-236 -6855
877-TREEKPR

Maine-licensed  ISA Certified  Insured

Caring for the earth – one tree at a time.

SM

FERNWOOD
Maine’s “Shadiest” Nursery

Extensive selection of ferns, hosta,
native plants & other perennials
for shade and woodland
Display Gardens
Rick & Gail Sawyer

433 CROSS ROAD • SWANVILLE • 207-338-4100

Open 7 Days a Week 9 am – 5 pm

SWEET
CORN

AGRICOLA FARMS
Route 17, Union

785-4018

A Country Store & More
• Bright Summer Flowers • Organic Perennials
• Local Artisan Cheeses, Yogurt & Jams
• Garden Art & Special Gifts
• Lamb Sheepskins & Wool Yarns

Tomatoes and other Veggies

FULL SERVICE FLAGPOLE CO.

• Custom Wood, Fiberglass and
Aluminum Flagpoles
• Flags and Custom Flags
• Repairs and Complete Restorations
• Fully Insured

WALDOBORO • 832-8108
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www.Town-CountryREALTORS.com

ROCKLAND: Motivated Seller has announced a price reduction
to $399,000. Spectacular panoramic views, wrap-around deck,
gourmet kitchen with open floor plan makes for great entertaining
ease. 1st flr MBR & bath. 2-car garage. Move right in now!
#780168 Leslie Tranchell 236-4777 LeslieT@tcreal.com

Light Beauty Comfort Choice
Andersen® windows and patio doors
make homes bright and beautiful.
For nearly 100 years, Andersen has been helping
people transform their dreams into homes.
Whether you’re looking for inspiration,
information or innovation, you’ll find it here:

ROCKPORT: Buy 5 acres in Hammond Brae and enjoy 100
acres of conservation land reserved exclusively for recreational use of homeowner association members. Watch glorious
sunsets from your 5-acre perch above Tolman Pond. Soils
tested & road is in. #762940 $189,000
Barbara Russo 236-4777 BarbRusso@tcreal.com

Hardware • Lumber • Home Decor
www.ebsbuild.com

06-0036 CU

143 Maverick Street Rockland Maine

207-594-5454

A.M. Plumbing & Heating

amplumbing.com

Serving Mid Coast Maine

Residential • Commercial • Service

Full service plumbing and heating
company and designer kitchen
and bath showroom
Excellent reputation for highest
quality work, professional design
service, complimentary design
assistance and on-time
performance

CAMDEN: MOTIVATED SELLER! Gracious, expanded
Contemporary Cape in wonderful neighborhood less than a mile
from the center of town. The 3,500+ sf home features generous
living spaces throughout and a lovely, private yard. #757884
$595,000 Leslie Tranchell 236-4777 LeslieT@tcreal.com

Our Showroom

Come see our showroom with
over 60 different product lines
elegantly displayed in a highly
interactive setting

SAINT GEORGE: MAKE AN OFFER! Spectacular building site with well & septic right on the Atlantic Ocean! Survey,
elevations and dock specs are all in place. Panoramic views of
the islands, easy access to village amenities + 370’ water
frontage. Build now! #752688 $599,000
Leslie Tranchell 236-4777 LeslieT@tcreal.com
Open to the trade and to the public.
Fixturesme.com
Our Showroom

=
EQUAL HOUSING
LENDER

MIDCOAST OFFICES
BELFAST • 338.3500 • 1.800.860.0528 • TCBELFAST@TCREAL.COM
CAMDEN • 236.4777 • 1.800.233.7250 • TCCAMDEN@TCREAL.COM
ROCKLAND • 594.4455 • 1.800.310.6371 • TCROCKLAND@TCREAL.COM
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ROCKPORT: Traditional 3 BR, 2 BA Cape on 6.8 acres
boasts a newer addition consisting of living room with fireplace, a master bedroom and a walk-out basement. Delight in
the 350’ frontage and sandy beach on Chickawaukie Pond. 2
Pat Jones 236-4777
garages. #810191 $399,000
PatJones@tcreal.com

APPLETON: Cozy and tastefully renovated home located on 6
acres of rolling pastures and woodland. Large master bedroom,
finished loft and private deck. Custom 32’x45’ barn with stalls
and hay loft make for a wonderful property for horse lovers.
#807947 $189,000
Sherry Armbrecht 236-4777
SherryArmbrecht@tcreal.com

ROCKLAND: The owners of this sweet 3 BR Cape have
done a fantastic job of renovating! New inside and
out…kitchen with center island & woodstove, formal DR,
large deck overlooking the almost acre lot. Grandfathered for
that horse you’ve always wanted! #804910 $199,500
Lorrie Larson 594-4455 x116 Lorriez@midcoast.com

ROCKPORT: Live an exceptional life in this extraordinary
waterfront home with spectacular views of the Penobscot Bay.
The 3 BRs, 2 baths, state of the art kitchen with open floor
plan offer truly elegant living. Enjoy the pool, tennis courts
and club house. 62 acres! #804679 $1,795,000
Leslie Tranchell 236-4777 LeslieT@tcreal.com

CAMDEN: Walk to Laite Beach and downtown Camden from
this in-town 3 BR home with seasonal water views. Family
room with surround-sound, 3-season porch + a private deck
overlooking the backyard. Hot tub and landscaped. #802936
Pat Jones 236-4777 PatJones@tcreal.com
$595,000

ROCKPORT: NEW fabulous 3 BR, 4.5 BA home offers
views to Penobscot Bay with first floor master suite and
whirlpool tub. Open floor plan for kitchen, dining area, living
room and library/office. Media room & rec room in daylight
basement. Joyous living on 2.19 acres. #800734 $895,000
BarbRusso@tcreal.com
Barbara Russo 236-4777

CAMDEN: Lovely landscaping surrounds this appealing 3-4
BR, 2.5 bath home with mountain views. MBR suite, enclosed
porch and back deck. Addition could be 4th BR or office.
Refinished wood floors, freshly painted downstairs, new electrical, new porch roof. Irresistible! #797938 $419,000
Barbara Russo 236-4777 BarbRusso@tcreal.com

UNION: Arrive home to peace and serenity! This 3 BR, 2
bath home has charm, 22 acres and awesome views! Enjoy the
sunny deck, enclosed sunporch and real sauna. Home has
been renovated to a tee! #790894 $329,000
Lorrie Larson 594-4455 x116 Lorriez@midcoast.com

CAMDEN: Completely remodeled in 2003, this beautiful 3
BR Cape offers wonderful views of Penobscot Bay from
many rooms. Enjoy sultry summer evenings in the gazebo on
the expansive 2-level deck while watching the activity on the
Bay. Lovely landscaping. #788254 $589,000
Barbara Russo 236-4777 BarbRusso@tcreal.com

CAMDEN: New condominium complex, Wiltshire Place, has
seven units planned. Unit #1 has 4 BR, 3.5 baths, hardwood
floors, granite countertops, in-floor radiant heat, screened
porch and attached garage. Enjoy one-level living with 1 BR
on first floor. Walk to town. #788237 $399,000
Pat Jones 236-4777
PatJones@tcreal.com

ROCKPORT: This beautifully maintained historic Colonial
home has Motivated Sellers! Exposed beams, pumpkin pine
floors, eat-in kitchen with hearth above woodstove plus a
slate sink. Pleasing scenic views of the mountains. Pool with
nice decking and landscaping for privacy. #787374 $424,000
PatJones@tcreal.com
Pat Jones 236-4777

THOMASTON: Superior restoration of this spacious village
Colonial! No commuting here – upstairs is the perfect office.
Home has total of 3 kitchens and 4 baths. Owner’s quarters are
a delight. Could be B&B or small inn where guests could walk
to town. Plenty of parking + barn for storage. #782089 $389,000
Lorrie Larson 594-4455 x116 Lorriez@midcoast.com

MIDCOAST OFFICES
BELFAST • 338.3500 • 1.800.860.0528 • TCBELFAST@TCREAL.COM
CAMDEN • 236.4777 • 1.800.233.7250 • TCCAMDEN@TCREAL.COM
ROCKLAND • 594.4455 • 1.800.310.6371 • TCROCKLAND@TCREAL.COM

=
EQUAL HOUSING
LENDER

BANGOR • BLUE HILL • DOVER FOXCROFT • ELLSWORTH • SKOWHEGAN • HAMPDEN • UNITY • PITTSFIELD
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Home appraisal helps buyers size up property

Electronic and
Mechanical Locks
Many
Models
to Choose
From

European Design
■ American Standards
■ World Class Engineering
■

The CL500 Series is a heavy duty
mechanically coded lock with lever
handles for use in high traffic
commercial and industrial applications.

— Camden’s Chestnut Street
Baptist Church in the
Saturday afternoon sun.

The handsome CL4000 Series leverset is
suitable for use on doors with frequent
traffic in the workplace and on the entry
doors of fine homes.

— the Camden Public
Library, as seen from
Boynton-McKay.

738 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND

■

OPEN MON.-FRI. 8:00-5:00

594-4750

ARTWORK BY DAN KIRCHOFF

Give your home the

WOW factor!
decorative hardware
bath accessories
coat hooks &
shelf brackets
fun & funky
switchplates

403 Main Street, Rockland, ME 04841
207-594-5333

www.handleit.biz

open 6 days a week year-round!

Golden Hand
Decorating Service

— by DiAnne Crown

Home appraisals are done to estimate market value, close an estate, conduct a feasibility study and more. For the purpose of selling a home, the key to maximizing
marketability and getting a good appraisal is
to look with the eyes of a prospective buyer,
say two Midwest real estate experts.
“Everything needs to look clean and shipshape,” says Greg Kienzler of Kienzler
Appraisal Service in Springfield, Illinois. He
has worked in the real estate market since
1973. “The appraiser looks at the house as
the buyer would, from the front door on in.”
Fritz Pfister, broker associate professional with Re/Max in Springfield, agrees.
“Start with the outside of the property.
Look at the front of your house from the
street. Mow the grass. Trim the hedges. Hide
everything that looks like work. Put away
hoses, rakes and shovels. Then walk up to the
front stoop and look at the front door. There
should be no peeling or fading paint. No spiders. No tears in the screen or loose door handles. These small things send a signal to the
buyer’s subconscious to ask, ‘What else
should I be looking for?’” he says. “You want
everything to be crystal-clean and crisp.”
Inside, a home seller has one chance to
make a first impression on a buyer, Pfister
says. Make sure the house is ready. Paint if
it needs paint. If it needs new carpet, put it
in. A buyer will decide whether or not to look
further than the entryway within five to 15
seconds of stepping through the front door.
“Make sure nothing looks unkempt. No
dirty clothes anywhere. No odor. Odors will
kill you. You will lose them right there,” he
says. “A home has to be clean, and not your
normal Saturday clean, but a deep, spring
clean. Marine boot-camp clean. Clean sells.”
In addition, declutter everywhere. “Clear
off all counter tops,” Pfister says. “Orderly
closets are absolutely vital. Clear out extra
clothes, even if you have to rent a storage
space. Clear off the floor of the closet. You
need to be able to see at least 75 percent of
the floor to create a sense of spaciousness. Are
there tons of stuffed animals in the children’s
rooms? Watch what your children actually
play with for a couple of weeks. Then, remove
and store whatever isn’t actually in use.”
Kienzler adds, “A clean, clutter-free house
will get you that ‘wow factor’ and generate
a sales premium.”
Major improvements aren’t necessarily an
advantage, though, Kienzler says. “Value is a
subjective thing. Every buyer has a hot button.”
For some, maybe it’s 9-foot ceilings; for
others, it may be ceramic tile flooring. “It’s
very hard to generalize about the value of
improvements. Many have a relationship to
cost, but not to value. Look at the norms in
your area. If the market is anticipating a certain norm of square feet or quality of finishes, for example, and you’re giving them
more than they anticipated, then that’s good.”
According to Kienzler, whose appraisal
fees generally range from $300 to $1,500,
the appraisal process varies considerably,
depending on the purpose of the appraisal

© Copley News Service

SO MANY STYLES TO SEE WHEN IN FRANTZ
One Is Sure To Be
Perfect For Your Home!

& Midcoast Blinds

• Romantic English Cottage
• Fine Victorian
• Lake Cottage
• Contemporary Leather
• Nautical

Midcoast Blinds
Hunter-Douglas Priority Dealer - Duette®, Silhouette®,
Wooden Blinds, Woven Woods, Shutters

IN-HOME CONSULTATION

frantz furniture & imports

Decorating - Furniture Placement & Color Consultation
Call Judy Grossman at 236-0765 for an appointment

Rte. 90, Warren, in the Brookside Building
Next to Oyster River Lobster

Knowledgeable, Friendly Service ALWAYS!
On Rte. 90, West Rockport • (207) 236-0765 • Mon.-Sat. 9:30-5

and the appraiser hired to do the job. Much
of the process is governed by 1989 federal
legislation titled the Financial Institution
Reform, Recovery and Enforcement Act,
which dictates who can hire an appraiser,
when certification is required, and more.
Other elements of the appraisal are guided by an appraiser’s professional relationships and the continuing education required
for membership in these organizations, Kienzler says. He recommends working with
appraisers who maintain membership in the
Appraisal Institute, a national organization
made up of five participating appraisal
groups, including the National Association
of Independent Fee Appraisers. For home
buyers and sellers, the most straightforward
way to ensure an acceptable appraisal is for
the lending institution to hire the appraiser.
Kienzler begins with a phone call to the
homeowner. “We try to get as much information as we can before we go out,” he says,
“to get a running start on the appraisal.”
On site, Kienzler measures the exterior of
the home and the rooms, and asks about the
age of the home to ascertain the value of the
original components. He then compares the
home to other similar properties in the area.
“The quality of the construction, finishes and
design of the property affect marketability, and
will be reflected in the final estimate of value
provided by the appraiser,” Kienzler says.
Finishes include such features as countertops, bathroom fixtures, and even the number of electrical outlets. “Buyers are looking
for completed homes these days,” Kienzler
says. And that does not include what he calls
“personalization.” No red, flocked wallpaper, shag carpet, bright canary-yellow paint
or the kids’ Jack-and-Jill room.
Go through open houses in your area. “See
what the competition is doing in your price
range,” he says. Know your market. It’s the best
research a seller can do, Kienzler says. Also,
keep track of any homes sold by owner, and
share that information with the appraiser.
Both Kienzler and Pfister also suggest having a thorough home inspection before the
appraisal. A good home inspection will note
any hazardous materials, such as asbestos
insulation, as well as any structural and
mechanical features that need work.
Once the appraisal is completed, be sure
to get a copy of it. The appraiser can tell you
what specifically can be tackled to increase
the home’s marketability.
Pfister offers this final advice for home
sellers in today’s buyer’s market: The greatest exposure is in the first two weeks a house
is listed, so don’t rush to the market.
Be out of the house when prospective buyers come for a showing. They won’t feel free
otherwise to open closets and really look
closely at what the home has to offer.
Turn on every light. Closets. Over the stove.
Basement. Make sure every window blind is
open. Especially in fall and winter. This will
help the agent show the house and sends a signal to the buyer, “Take a good look.”

Paul & Emily Frantz

www.frantzfurnitureandimports.com 273-1270
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Kenniston
Realty
Gene Kenniston - Owner

The Sign That Sells!

Mike Lund - Broker
Rockland - $595,000 – High-quality home in excellent location. All 9 rooms are
large with open living/dining room combination with fireplace – a custom
kitchen, master bedroom with bath all with 200-plus feet of waterfront.

Cushing - $169,900 – Seasonal views of water, separate studio, 3 bedrooms,
fireplace, master bedroom with bath.

Rockland - $134,900 – Neat and tidy and in very good condition, this 2-bedroom ranch has much to offer. Full dry basement with bulkhead and a nice
size lot make this well priced home a good choice.

Rockland - $199,000 – Large Federal style house within walking distance of
the water and the downtown. Many possible uses for this property. Well
priced.

Rockland - $295,000 – 2-1/2 story intown Rockland Victorian with 11 rooms
offers lots of residential opportunities. Space for home offices, B&B, group
living, etc. 2 blocks from downtown and harbor. Includes extra building that
would be a great sound studio.

Thomaston - $205,000 – This home is a must see!! Lovely open concept with
kitchen, dining and living room. 2 baths & 3 bedrooms. 1 attached garage 14'
x 22' and a large detached garage 22' x 49'. Cozy inground pool area with covered patio, pool shed & large deck.

Thomaston - $159,000 – 2 bedrooms, open dining & living room area.
Kitchen has new dishwasher and refrigerator. Great for 1-level living or great
starter home. This one-acre lot is part of a larger piece. Broker owned.

Waldoboro - $124,900 – Brand new – never been lived in – 24x40 doublewide
with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, large living room and new appliances. Owners willing
to make the sale happen, so come see it soon.

Warren - $150,000 - NEW LISTING – 3-bedroom farmhouse with copper-clad
awnings, 1st-floor bedroom, 2-bay garage with large workshop attached, deck and all
with new siding and roof. This one will not last long, see it soon!

Warren - $145,000 - NEW LISTING – 3-bedroom Ranch with a nice private
back deck, newly renovated bath, a lot of potential.

Carol Holmes - Associate Broker

Erik Jura - Associate Broker

Evelyn Kalloch - Broker

Shirley Anderson - Sales Agent

Joan Sanborn - Sales Associate

428 Main Street, Rockland • 594-0603 • www.kennistonrealty.com
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Garden Writers Are a Curious Lot
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— by Melissa Waterman

I began to write about it.”
She wrote freelance food and gardening stories for a variGarden writers are a curious lot. To judge from the Garden Writers Association of America membership rolls, they ety of publications, including the Christian Science Moniare about as common as dandelions. Yet when one delves a tor and Metropolitan Homes, which made her acquainted
Dale Martin, Associate Broker
bit into the roots of their vocation, one finds that there is with a variety of editors. Eventually she ended her Good
207-236-4393 • 800-328-1631
no such thing as the ordinary, garden-variety garden writer. Food column to focus on garden writing for the New York
cell: 207-446-4229
Times and other publications.
Each comes with a distinct voice and
email: dalehmartin@yahoo.com
Leslie
Her breakthrough book The 3,000 Mile
focus, as a quick survey of some of the
www.dalemartinrealtor.com
Land
Garden, An Exchange of Letters on Gardenarea’s nationally known writers reveals.
ing, Food, and the Good Life, was published
Douglas Roth and his wife, Tamao
“See me for all your Real Estate needs.
by Viking Penguin in 1996. Documenting
Goda,
publish
the
bi-monthly
Journal
of
I will assist in all aspects of the
the lively discussions between Land and
Japanese Gardening from their home in
Real Estate transaction.”
English gardener Roger Phillips, the popuWarren. Now entering its 10th year, the
lar book was later made into a PBS series.
has
2,000
subscribers
throughpublication
23 Main St., P.O. Box 1054 • Camden, ME 04843
Land’s latest book, published in 2003,
out the United States and is considered the
An independently owned and operated member of
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at Cornell University in the horticulsatisfied with the work, however. “It was obvious
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tigious New York Botanical Garden.
unique set of knowledge and we wanted to share
Answering botanical questions from the public, scientists
that.” So they decided to create the journal.
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“We find that most of our readers are homeowners who and researchers gave Galitski yet another education. After
are truly interested. One-quarter are professionals,” Roth several years one of the editors from the New York Times
continues. He notes that there are now more than 300 pub- approached her and asked if she would be interested in writCome browse through our rooms full of Early
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American goods for your home and beyond! Country
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tion,” Roth emphasizes. The principle behind a real Japan- ing a stage to speak and pushing your point of view.” And
ese garden, he says, is the notion of bringing the beauty of as is cheerfully evident in Galitzki’s book, The Gardener’s
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the natural world into the living environment, in order to Essential Companion, published by Simon and Schuster in
imbue the living space with the soothing qualities of nature. 2000, she has no qualms about doing so. Galitzki wrote,
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“In Japan you don’t talk about a garden but about a human “Since a garden is an attempt to impose our human sense of
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living space. The garden is part of that. Here we go off to order and beauty on nature, it is also the perfect place to dis■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ the mountains or the ocean to experience nature. There the cover what a ridiculous idea that really is.”
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Yet the stories told by garden writers, urban or rural,
windows of a home give a view of the natural world. You
authors or columnists, often make the ridiculous a wonderdon’t go to it — it is all around you,” explains Roth.
In addition to producing the journal and its annual resource ful shared experience for us all.
Save 10% on Storage
directory of Japanese gardens, the couple holds training
ASK HOW TO GET 1 MONTH FREE! workshops on topics such as tree pruning, stone setting
and fence building. They also lead a spring tour in Japan
Insulated Units, Some With Power
Doug
focusing on architecture and gardens around Kyoto.
Roth
Garden writer and author Leslie Land, on the other hand,
STOR-RITE STORAGE
found
her
calling
right
here
in
Maine.
After
settling
in
the
Route 97, Just East of Rt.1, Warren
state in 1972, she began writing about her first love, food.
“We’re a little out of the way, so we go
“I had been a professional cook for many years. When I came
a lot out of the way to help you!”
to Maine I began a food garden,” she explains, “because you
couldn’t get things like eggplants and basil.” Her column,
AT STOR-RITE WE TREAT YOU RITE!
Good Food, began in the Camden Herald in 1974 and was
Phone: 273-4113
soon syndicated throughout the country. “I was gardening
more and more,” she recalls with a laugh, “and sure enough,
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Agent’s Featured Property – New Listing

1896 QUEEN ANNE
VICTORIAN
Free Classic Style – Excellent Location in Rockland
Call Karen Rizkalla,
Realtor – 542-7247

Tenants Harbor, ME
372-8049

6 Bedrooms – 3.5
Baths – Countless
Period Features
Exquisitely and
Meticulously
Restored
$465,000
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Coastal Home
Improvement

Do-it-yourself hardwood deck is a snap
— by Trish Clenney Brown

Ron Hayes
If it’s an improvement on your home – We do it!
Friendly/Honest/Skilled/Dependable
We Do Renovations/Remodeling/Kitchens/Baths
Flooring/Wood/Carpet/Tile/Siding/Cedar Shingles/Clap Boards/Vinyl Windows/Doors/Interior & Exterior Painting

We like what we do!– And so will you! Call now!
763-4325 / 322-2196
98 Masalin Rd., Lincolnville • coastalhomeimprovement@yahoo.com

Window & Door
Liquidators
www.windowanddoorliquidators.com
Whether it’s a drab concrete patio, a garden path that could use a bit of sprucing, a
hallway floor, a hot tub surround, or even
waterproofing a basement, modular wooden
decking tiles could be an ideal home
improvement project.
The beautiful wooden tile system is quick
and easy to install. It’s also economical, with
savings of up to two-thirds what it would cost
to install a wooden deck the traditional way.
The wooden tiles of the modular decking
system are made of Ipe (pronounced ee-pay)
wood from Brazil or Jarrah wood from Australia. Commonly referred to as ironwood,
Ipe is one of the hardest woods — making it
highly rated for its fire-resistance, with the
same rating given to steel and concrete. Ipe
won’t rot, splinter or crack, even after years
of exposure to harsh weather conditions and
wear. It’s also insect-resistant. Jarrah, too, is
a hardwood, highly resistant to rot, fire, termites, marine borers and most acids.
Both woods are earth-friendly, harvested
under strict forestry regulations that allow
a supply of the wood to be cut for current use
while leaving enough that future generations
won’t be deprived.
The durable hardwood will retain its quality with minimum care. A brisk once-over
with a broom or a quick hose-down is usually all that’s required.
The Atlantic City boardwalk demonstrates
the time-tested durability of Ipe wood,
according to Lorenzo Cavalleti, president of
The Decking Outlet, a distributor of the
SwiftDeck system. Built in 1870, the famous
boardwalk has lasted well for more than
a century of coastal weather and tourist
traffic.
The modular decking tile systems work
like this: Wooden tiles with an interlocking
polypropylene backing system (or a plastic
mesh base, in the case of Jarrah) snap together easily to form the deck surface. In addition to providing easy installation, this backing allows water to drain from the deck and
evaporate so that water can’t get trapped
underneath the deck to cause mildew or other damage.

Straightforward square or rectangular
decks can be installed in as little as a few
hours, depending on size, while irregularly
shaped areas will take a little longer.
“It’s like building with Legos,” said Cavalleti, about the ease of using his company’s
system.
The decking tiles can be laid directly over
the existing floor — whether wood, concrete
or any existing level surface, even gravel.
Preparation for laying them consists of simply sweeping the area. No special tools or
techniques are needed for installation. The
tiles can be laid out horizontally or arranged
to create checkerboard or other decorative
patterns.
Decking tiles boast an added advantage
for those on the move — the deck can
be snapped apart and moved with you, making it a perfect solution for apartment
dwellers or condo owners whose association
rules don’t allow permanent outdoor
improvements.
According to designer Colum McCartan,
“You could move the entire deck in 15
minutes.”
McCartan, whose McCartan Design Co.
is based in New York City and San Francisco and specializes in hotels and commercial
interiors, used the Ipe decking tiles for his
own home deck.
“The amazing thing about this product is
that it’s like putting together a jigsaw puzzle
where all the pieces are the same,” he said.
McCartan pointed out that owners can
determine their decks’ color. To retain the
wood’s natural warm brown tone, use a good
timber oil, he suggested. If the oiling process
is not repeated annually, the wood will eventually fade to a soft gray shade.
The Decking Outlet offers free shipping
for orders in the continental United States.
A buyer can easily estimate cost by measuring the prospective deck area and multiplying the number of square feet by $11 per
square foot.
For more information, visit www.thedeckingoutlet.com or www.ezdeck.net.
© Copley News Service

Factory Direct Pricing!!
Windows – Entry Doors – Vinyl Siding
Metal Roofing – Roof Trusses
Floor Trusses

Stanley Replacement
Double Hung Windows
Pro-Fit Windows

With Locking 1/2 Screen
Starting at $
99 up to 101 UI

139

Stanley Pro-Fit Windows with nail fin & “J”

6’x4’ 2 lite slider $134.60 ea.
5’x4’ 2 lite slider $124.55 ea.
4’x4’ 2 lite slider $114.65 ea.
3’x3’ 2 lite slider $91.30 ea.
2’x2’ 2 lite slider $71.50 ea.
Single Hung Windows with 1/2 Screen

30x44 $92.99 ea.
38x54 $110.96 ea.

32x36 $89.30 ea.
38x60 $116.23 ea.

Mitten Vinyl Siding
Chabot D 4.5

4999 per sq.
$
99
Colors Only 52 per sq.
White Only

$

ck
Coil Sto
50
$

64

White Only
per rl. 24”x50”

Wasco Vinyl Patio Doors
6/0x6/4 w/Low “E” & Screen ONLY $350
w/Low “E”, Screen & Grids ONLY $425

Metal Sales Metal Roofing
metal sales Corrugated Metal Roofing & Accessories 5% OFF
Statewide Installation & Delivery is available
Rte. 111, Alfred, ME 1 (888) 490-1158 • 320 Warren Ave., Portland, ME 1 (800) 816-5806
Rte. 1, Bath, ME 1 (800) 760-7231 • 600 Wilson St., Brewer, ME 1 (866) 989-1682
Rte. 125, Epping, New Hampshire - Coming Soon

Rockland Mercantile Co.
350 Main Street, Thomaston
354-0777 • 594-4070
across from the Prison Showroom

Two Floors of Merchandise
First Floor: Imports from India, China and Mexico
Second Floor: Antiques and Collectibles
Furniture • Block Prints • Textiles • Rugs • Jewelry
Shawls • China • Tableware • Lamps • Pottery
Hanging Votives • New Arrivals
Open 11-5 Daily
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All
New
Inside

PHOTOS THIS PAGE
BY DAN KIRCHOFF

T

— by Glenn
Billington

he current incarnation of the
historic circa1820 Federal at 8 North Main Street in
Rockland is completely refurbished on the
inside. The outside is constructed from handmade bricks by the original owner, David
Gay, who was the first to successfully ship
lime from Rockland.
Over the years the building has had many
changes, including a thorough renovation
in the early ’80s. With no real remaining

Congratulations Free Press!
Enjoy your new home.

historical features left inside, the decision
was made to gut the inside and start from
scratch. This created the opportunity to deal
fully with some structural issues, beginning
with the bricks. The walls are three courses thick, with interlocking perpendicular
courses every seventh course. Sections
of brick on the inside that had turned
to powder were replaced and re-pointing
done where necessary. Traditional two-byfour studding followed, with spray foam
insulation.
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VISIT OUR NEW

Carpet • Laminate • Linoleum
Ceramic Tile • DuraStone
DuraCeramic

• Bundle Specials
• 25% to 50% Off
Special Orders!

Large Se
l
of Area ection
Rugs

✴ Great Prices
✴ Great Selection
✴ Come See Our
New Expanded Line
— the window at
385 Main St. in Rockland.
BY DAN KIRCHOFF

EASTERN FIRE
PROTECTION

“We Offer Expert Advice”

Let our team of professionals
assist you with all
of your paint and stain needs!

FIRE SPRINKLER CONTRACTORS AND DESIGNERS

Congratulations
to The Free Press
on Your Move
Into Your New Location
942-8014 Fax: 942-5202
408 Harlow Street, Bangor, Maine
Main Office - Auburn, Maine

104 Park St., Rockland • 594-2000
Mon.-Fri. 8 am - 5 pm • Sat. 9 am - 2 pm
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For the first time in the building’s history,
a full steel skeleton was installed, taking the
load from all three floors into the cellar. Finding the balance between what is truly level
and what is pleasing to the eye was accomplished by working down from the ceiling on
each floor.
Mechanicals include all
new plumbing with sprinklers, oil-fired hot-water heat
and central air conditioning.

Electrical work included wiring for all the
computer work stations and a new upgraded
phone system.
An addition on the south side was torn off
and replaced with one fully supported by a
poured concrete foundation. And on the third
floor the east and west dormers were
replaced.
We think David Gay’s
house should be fine for at
least another hundred years.

All
New
Inside

Thursday, August 24, 2006

Adaptive Re-use
of Older Buildings

8 North Main St. Rockland

Above: the Gay House sans dormer. Right:
delivery of sheetrock. Below: the building’s
original brick, laid bare.

~ Circa 1820 ~

PHOTOS THIS PAGE
BY GLENN BILLINGTON

Continued
on page 22

Richard Higgins Architects Inc.
423 Main St. • Rockland, Maine
594-1421

Residential & Commercial Building Contractor

“It was our pleasure to serve as
General Contractor on the
8 North Main St. project.
Congratulations, Free Press!”
— Oliver Builders

236-4120
www.OliverBuildersInc.com • 2122 Atlantic Highway, Lincolnville
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CONGRATULATIONS
to The Free Press
on Your New Location
from Everyone at:

PHOTOS THIS PAGE
BY MARJORIE STRAUSS

Left: the new reception
area. Below: the production director is a blur in
the new facility. Lower
left: sales rep Glenn
Billington on the phone.
Lower right: the editor’s
new office.

Overlock Construction Co., Inc.
Earthwork Contractors
2286 Camden Road, Warren

273-3000

Fax 273-2727

e-mail: occinc@adelphia.net
Elm Street, Rockland
BY DAN KIRCHOFF

ROCKPORT STEEL
IRONWORKERS
Preserving the past,Building the future
Proud to be part of the restoration
reuse of 8 North Main Street

&

rockportsteel.com
17 Rockville St., Rockport 236-8644

Lumber and
Building
Supplies
since 1945
Belfast • Hancock • Lincolnville
Vinalhaven • Warren
www.vikinglumber.com
Viking Lumber and Viking Insulation wish
The Free Press the very best!

Grow Great Salads
Year-round

THE FREE PRESS REAL ESTATE/HOME & GARDEN SECTION

or tarps on hand to throw over
You can transform the trathe whole setup.
ditional “lean time” of the
Plants usually won’t overcoldest months into a time of
heat under fabric row covers,
garden abundance by growbut you’ll need to ventilate
ing hardy and semi-hardy
— by Patryk Battle
plastic covers on sunny days
greens adapted to each season
when temperatures are above
and using season-extending
freezing. They will need to be
techniques in winter and earclosed again in the early
ly spring. Try these techevening, but many garden supniques and you’ll be thrilled
ply companies offer products
the first time you pick a fresh,
that make this an easy job. (If
crisp salad right from your
you choose to construct your
back yard — in the middle of
own tunnels, use UV-grade
January.
plastic so it won’t degrade
Our most reliable sources of
quickly in the sun, and if you
cold-hardy greens are plants
expect heavy snows, opt for
that have had at least one seametal conduit or rebar instead
son to develop extensive root
of plastic pipes for the hoops.)
systems. Regardless of your
As the temperatures climb,
location, salad plants and
you’ll need to pay more attencooking greens that have had
at least one season to develop You can grow salads even in winter by protecting your tion to ventilating your tunnels.
greens with plastic row covers. PHOTO BY WALTER CHANDOHA
Once nighttime temperatures
extensive root systems — the
are consistently near 30 degrees, you can remove the plas“naturals” — will always be your most reliable sources of
tic, but keep the fabric row cover in place. Remove the fabcold-weather greens. Some of the naturals can survive winric cover after daily low temperatures consistently are above
ter on their own with no protection. In colder zones, you
30 degrees.
can use the protection techniques described below and enjoy
cooked greens and fresh salads prepared from a variety of
tasty and nutritious greens all winter long.
Winter Sowing
Fall-planted seeds begin to bolt (produce seed) with the
You may already be familiar with many of the stallong and warming days of spring, but succession planting
will ensure a steady supply of the naturals. Sow these seeds
warts of winter gardens:
during January or February. You also can sow some cook• kale (‘Winterbor’ hybrid is among the hardiest)
ing greens, such as chard and beet leaves, during these mid• collards
to late-winter plantings. For continuous harvests, sow a new
• spinach (‘Space’ and ‘Hector’ thrive even in cold climates)
round of seeds every two weeks or so. It’s best to prepare
• winter-hardy lettuces (‘Tango’ and ‘Brune d’Hiver’ are
these plots during the fall and cover them with 4 to 6 inchexcellent choices for winter gardens)
es of leaves that will insulate the soil. You also can install
• salad brassicas, such as tatsoi and rape
a plastic tunnel over the bed to keep the soil warmer. You’ll
get the best production by planting each type of green sepIn addition, there are two other categories of cold-loving
arately, but it is possible to mix them all together.
naturals:
Self-seeding annuals that will return from year to year:
Come Harvest Time
• arugula
Depending on weather, your location and the varieties
• giant red mustard
you’ve chosen, you’ll be able to harvest some of your fall• mâche or corn salad (‘Piedmont’ and other large-leaf variplanted greens by the end of fall. And you can keep on picketies produce the most greens per plant)
ing most of these right through the winter. Others will over• claytonia, aka miners lettuce (needs a little protection)
winter and mature as early as the first of March. But even
if you don’t get any of your salad greens in the ground until
Perennial greens:
mid-February, you’ll still enjoy delicious, homegrown sal• radicchios (‘Red Treviso’ lends itself to cut-and-comeads by early April.
again harvesting)
Although most of the fall-planted naturals will be bolt• many other chicories (the traditional Italian cooking green,
ing by mid-spring, some — particularly corn salad and clay‘Red Rib Dandelion,’ is super-productive)
tonia — will suffer little or no loss of quality other than the
• French sorrel
inevitable decline in production. Indeed, the tender flower
• the spinach relative ‘Good King Henry’ (aka poor man’s
stalks and buds of several brassicas are a delicious treat.
asparagus)
Arugula flowers have a sweet, mild flavor even after the flavor of the leaves has become harsh. And the stalks and buds
Fall Planting
of overwintered collard greens may even rival asparagus!
From mid-August to mid-September, sow successions of
Plant salad greens for cut-and-come-again harvests by
the naturals every couple of weeks. The naturals are hardy
sowing seeds just a couple of inches from one another. When
enough to overwinter anywhere in the continental United
the plants are 4 to 6 inches tall, cut the entire plant but leave
States with protection. When the greens are young in the
about an inch of leaf stubs for regrowth. For cooking greens,
fall, simple fabric row covers that rest on the leaves will
just snip off the oldest leaves each time you harvest them.
do the trick. When the plants get a little bigger and temperFor cut-and-come-again harvesting, feed newly snipped
atures drop, you may need to add a second layer of protecplants with a misting of fish or seaweed emulsion after each
tion with tunnels made of clear plastic suspended by hoops
harvest. Or use side-dressings of worm castings. Be sure to
and closed on both ends. If temperatures regularly drop to
keep all your greens watered well, especially once you’ve
near zero in your area, keep some heavyweight row covers
removed their protective coverings.
Pests and Diseases

236-6222
We are always here for you!

Our personal lines team:
Becky Howards, Personal Account Rep.
Sara Watts, Personal Account Agent

© 2006 by Ogden
Publications, Inc.

ROCKLAND

Please Call

Your greens won’t require any pollinating, so if big pests
such as rabbits or deer are a problem in your area, just leave
the row covers over your
greens. Switch to superlightweight fabric covers at
the end of spring. Be aware
that aphid infestations can be
a threat if you leave covers
on as it warms up. If aphids
appear, open the covers to let
in beneficial insects. If slugs
plague your garden, apply a
thin mulch of coffee grounds
to the soil around the plants.
Disease is most likely to
show up on your older plantAcadia Drive,
ings. Your best allies in
warding it off will be maximum air circulation, as much
sun as possible and rotating
crops to keep problems
localized. Of course, the better nourished the soil, the
more disease-resistant the
crop will be.
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Organizing
For Home & Office

NEST
sarah chadwick

975-3052
yournest@verizon.net

COASTAL FUEL
HOME HEATING OIL • K-1 KEROSENE
DIESEL • 24-HOUR BURNER SERVICE
AUTOMATIC DELIVERY
FAST & DEPENDABLE SERVICE
(10 days to pay with approved credit)

Price Protection & Service Plans Available
s r

r

TM

L.P. Cooker Rentals &
L.P. Gas & L.P. Tanks
FULL SERVICE GAS & DIESEL FUEL
FULL SERVICE OR SELF SERVICE CAR WASH

140 PARK ST. ROCKLAND
594-2268
Mon.-Fri. 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sat. 7:30 a.m.-1 p.m.

The most important line is
the phone line to Gosline

Austin Childs
Sales
Tammra Ferraiolo
Branch Manager/Commercial Accounts
Sara Watts
Personal Account Agent
Becky Howard
Personal Account Representative
Personal/Commercial Insurance
Equity Index Annuities
236-6222 • 1-888-421-6222
Fax: 236-6266
Corner of Rte. 90 & 17, West Rockport

Pen Bay Acres

New 3 Bedroom,
2 Bath Cape Style
Home with
2 car garage.
PRICE REDUCED!
CALL FOR PRICE
273-2610

273-2610, Rte. 90 Warren
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by Donna Carrigan, CKD-CBD

How many of you have heard the phrase
in the design world, “feng shui,” or “unfitted
kitchen”? How many have heard of “universal design,” “aging in place,” “age-proof
kitchens and baths”? These seem to be the
buzz words of the kitchen and bath industry of late. While a lot of trends have merit
— though some eventually fade away — I
strongly feel that the aging-in-place idea is
here to stay. After all, people come in all
sizes, shapes and genders and with varying
physical abilities.
Most buildings are geared primarily
toward families in perfect health, and we
all know we don’t live in a perfect world. So,
if you’re building a new home there are many
things you can do during the construction
phase to prepare for a number of conditions
you may encounter.
The first room I would like to talk about
is the bathroom, which incidentally is the
most dangerous room in our homes. One of
the best (easiest and least expensive) prevention measures you can take is to install grab
bars. Ideally, these should be placed on three
walls of the shower/tub area, side wall and
back wall of the toilet area. Obviously, they
should be slip-resistant and be able to bear a
static load of 300 pounds. While these don’t
have to be installed now, why not be prepared
and reinforce the walls at the proper locations in the event you need them down the
road?
Do any of you have a bench or seat in your
shower stall? Provided your shower stall is
large enough, it’s a useful addition for anyone; just think of the luxury of shaving your
legs while seated. This, coupled with a handheld showerhead, will make you feel as if
you’re in a spa! Reinforcement needs to be
placed in the wall now. A shower could be

H O M E

F A C T S

planned now to accommodate a wheelchair.
While it might seem large now, what a luxury it would be to have so much elbow room.
This unit does not have to be strictly for
wheelchair access. If you’ve ever had a shower stall measuring 32" x 32", you know
there’s not a lot of room for movement.
Whatever size the unit, make sure the floor
in the shower and the bathroom floor itself
are of slip-resistant material.
Now think of your eyesight. While it may
be great right now, trust me, it changes —
and not for the better! How is the lighting in
your bathroom? I have been in many hotels
in the last few years — most of them upscale
— and the vanity lighting is terrible. Typically, they have one fixture above your head,
giving inadequate light and creating shadow.
It’s not difficult or expensive to light the vanity area properly. Color in the room should
also be taken into consideration, for darker
colors absorb much more light than lighter
colors. Also, consider the color of countertops: how much light will they absorb? How
much light will they reflect back if they’re
too shiny? As an aid for aging eyes, think
about doing a contrasting color around the
perimeter of the countertop.
When I began my career, most cabinet
manufacturers offered vanity cabinets that
were 30" high. This proved to be too short
for most users, and the industry listened.
While custom cabinetry was always an
option, most stock companies now offer them
as a standard in varying heights.
Something as simple as planning wider
doorways in the event of future wheelchair
use could save a lot of construction later. Pocket doors are often better than swinging doors.
When designing the kitchen, many features can be incorporated to accommodate a

Make your home
a healthy one
Some tips to make your home a
healthy place to live:
Test for contaminants

There are many in-home test kits available to assess
everything from lead on walls and in your drinking water,
to asbestos and radon gas.

wide range of users. A kitchen designer
needs to know how your family functions in
order to plan properly. Planning space for
one cook, for example, would be much different than space for two cooks — especially if one cook is in a wheelchair.
Almost everyone installs the conventional dishwasher on the floor. By doing this, it
puts the bottom rack outside of the comfortable “reach range.” Consider building it on
a platform to raise it up a few inches and covering it with a matching wood panel, giving
it a “hutch” appearance.
Where is your microwave placed? If it is
mounted too high for the user, it becomes a
real safety issue. Think about a microwave/
exhaust unit mounted over a range. An average woman of 5'4" in height has to stand on
tiptoe to see into it. She is also pulling very
hot items — very often liquid — out above
her head. Not the best idea!
Think about the cooktop height, and countertop height as well. If two members take
active roles in meal preparation and one is
6'2" tall and the other 5'3", imagine how
uncomfortable it is for both of them. Frequently, I have clients who request different counter heights.
Now for refrigerators: Think of a seated
user reaching for the Ben & Jerry’s in the
top-mount freezer. If the person can’t stand,
Ben & Jerry will just sit there out of reach,
growing ice crystals. Think of how convenient it would be for everyone to have that bottom-mount freezer and have refrigerated
items below the standard “reach range.” Sideby-side units also work well for a seated user.
Interested in an island for your home?
How many cooks are there in the kitchen?
Do you have adequate space planned for
aisles and traffic flow? Intimacy is a wonderful thing, but better practiced in spaces other than the kitchen. A minimum of 42"
should be planned for work aisles; 48" is
even better, especially if there are two cooks

or if someone is in a wheelchair.
Consider the following suggestions: Cabinets having a higher toe kick than normal to
accommodate foot rests of a wheelchair; a
dropped “bake” area; more storage in the
“reach range”; roll-out shelves in cabinets;
swing-up cabinet doors; mechanical systems
that can lower wall cabinet storage; location
of light switches and electrical outlets. When
shopping for a range, consider placement of
controls: are they in the front for easy reach
or in the backsplash area of the unit? Consider ovens with a swing door instead of a
drop-down. Think about appliance controls:
Are they easily accessible and easy to read?;
Is there adequate lighting — general, ambient and task?
In planning your home think about open
floor plans; the ability to live on one floor
now or in the future; a level entry; adjustable
closet shelving; front-loading laundry appliances; 3' doors with lever handles; outlet
placement; and, finally, what about an elevator, or, for now, enjoy an extra closet on each
floor that could accommodate one in the
future. Think about the cost of being forced
from your home or the cost of renovating one
in the future, should the need arise.
I recently did a job for clients, and it
seemed as if the husband would eventually
be wheelchair bound. When we talked about
the fact that the bathroom was not large
enough to accommodate a wheelchair, their
response was, “Well, when that time comes,
we’ll sell the house.” We all know homes
don’t sell overnight. That man could be a
long time without a shower. Unexpected
things happen, but sometimes our common
sense is clouded by aesthetics.
Donna Carrigan, CKD-CBD (Certified Kitchen
Designer and Certified Bath Designer) is the owner of Dovetail Design in Walpole and is a member of the National Kitchen & Bath Association,
serving on the Council of Designers and past
board of directors. She is in her second year as
the Maine NKBA chapter president.

Clean air ducts regularly

Purify indoor air

Make sure the contractor uses high-velocity air and a
whip that is fed through the ductwork to loosen any
debris stuck to the walls of the sheet metal. Also, replace
your furnace filters often.

A good-quality HEPA filtering system can be up to
99.97% efficient at filtering particulates such as smoke,
dust, pollen, mold spores and pet dander from the air.

Cleaning is key

Keep your home as clean as possible. Be sure to dust
around window and door trims and those out-of-reach areas.
Use a bagless HEPA vacuum cleaner.

Placement of that detector is key. Like smoke alarms,
it’s recommended that it be located near the bedrooms,
where it can wake you if you are asleep. Additional detectors on every level of a home provide extra protection.

SOURCE: Ace Hardware

© Copley News Service / Paul Horn

Install a carbon monoxide detector

Corner of
Main &
Central St.,
Rockport.
BY DAN KIRCHOFF

Tuesday Talks Continue
with Mushrooms

THE FREE PRESS REAL ESTATE/HOME & GARDEN SECTION

past three decades. It’s certainly no exaggeration to say that by the time this year’s
crop of edibles has been consumed, or
processed for later use, Marley’s many “fungal disciples” in the midcoast area will have
Fall in Maine is not just for leaf peepers. The cool, moist put away multiple tons of wild mushrooms. For much of this
climate makes coastal Maine one of the world’s best places time he has served as a consultant to the Maine Poison Conto find mushrooms of all kinds, including choice edible and trol center, providing advice on cases of mushroom poisonpowerful medicinal species, both of which will be discussed ing around the state. His new business startup, Mushrooms
by local mycologist Greg Marley on Tuesday, August 29, at for Health, allows him to pursue this passion on a full-time
basis, with a book in the works and an eMerryspring. His noontime lecture will be a
newsletter that he distributes to readers around
chance to learn about some of these useful
the state.
fungi, as well as some of the nuances of
The talk will take place in the Hexagon,
weather and ecology that determine the “what,
Merryspring’s garden gazebo, and attendees
where and when” of the fall mushroom seaare encouraged to bring a brown bag lunch,
son. As the fall wave of mushrooms begins in
along with any “mystery mushrooms” from
late August and peaks in early October, many
the backyard that they would like to have Marof the species from his displays and remarks
ley identify. Separate bags are recommended.
will be recognizable.
The talk is free for members, $5 for nonMarley may be Maine’s best-known amamembers. For more information or directions,
teur mycologist, having led lectures, classes
The odd-looking
call Merryspring at 236-2239.
Grifola umbellatus
and forays for hundreds of students over the
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SUN MORTGAGE NEW ENGLAND
Dale Martin, Mortgage Consultant
Phone: 207-236-4393 • 800-328-1631
Cell: 207-446-4229
e-mail: dalehmartin@yahoo.com
www.dalemartinrealtor.com
23 Main St., P.O. Box 1054,
Camden, ME 04843
✷ Purchase/refinance
FREE PRE-APPROVALS
✷ No income verification
✷ Mixed-use/unconventional
✷ Imperfect credit OK
✷ Land loans
www.sun-mortgage.com
“See me for all your
Mortgage needs.
I will assist in all
aspects of the
Mortgage transaction.”

RIGHT REALTY 354-3532
Visit RighthomesinME.com
FOR MORE DETAILS, PICTURES,
MAPS & DIRECTIONS TO ALL Assist2Sell LISTINGS!

Steven and Linda
Powell

KNOX COUNTY
WATERFRONTAGE

APPLETON 50 Waldron Lane. CAMDEN - Lot #8 Mountain3 bedrooms, 1.5 baths, 840 sf., side Park. 2 bedrooms, 1.5 baths.
$45,000
1.26 acres. $139,900

CAMDEN - 99 Cobb Road. 3
bedrooms, 1 bath, 960 sf., 0.24
acre. $160,000

CUSHING - 773 Pleasant
Point Road. 1 bedroom w/ outhouse. 350 sf., .9 acre. $59,000

FRIENDSHIP - 4 Town Landing
Road. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, 0.43
acre. $249,000

OWLS HEAD - 36 Lighthouse ROCKLAND 38 Lovejoy St.
Road, 4 bedroom, 2 bath, 1450 2/3 bedrooms, 1 bath, 810 sf.,
.09 acre. $60,000
sf, 0.80 acre. $359,000

ROCKLAND - 22 Washington ROCKLAND - 12 Prescott
Street. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, 1073 Street. 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, 1029
sf., 0.11 acre. $125,000
sf., .1 acre. $116,000
NEW CONSTRUCTION

ROCKLAND - 51 North Main ROCKLAND - 77 Cedar Street.
Street Duplex, 4 bedrooms, 2 3 bedrooms, 1.5 baths. 1071 sf.,
baths, 2,044 sf, .10 acre. $139,500 0.11 acre. $148,000

ROCKLAND - 172 Main Street ROCKLAND - 80 Lawn
Duplex, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, Avenue. 2 bedrooms, 1 bath,
2,126 sf, .11 acre. $169,000
1264 sf., .27 acre. $179,000

ROCKLAND - 4 Otis Street. 2
bedrooms, 2 baths, 1477 sf.,
0.19 acre. $185,000

ROCKLAND - 32 West Mea- ROCKLAND - 14 Seavey
dow Road. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, Lane. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
1329 sf., 0.19 acre. $215,000
1155 sf., 0.25 acre. $190,900

ROCKLAND - 7 Lake Avenue. ROCKLAND - 99 Acadia
3+ bedrooms, 1 bath, 1864 sf., Drive. 3 BRs, 2 baths, 1428 sf.,
0.23 acre. $249,000
.97 acre. $229,500

WATERFRONT

ROCKPORT - 16 Winding
Way. 3 bedrooms, 2.5 baths,
1827 sf., 1.28 acres. $329,000

SOUTH THOMASTON - 408 ST. GEORGE - 478 Spruce
Spruce Head Road. 3 BRs, 1-3/4 Head Road. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath.
baths, 1102 sf., 1 acre. $165,000
960 sf., 0.37 acre. $69,500

ST. GEORGE - 682 Ridge ST. GEORGE - 39 Port Clyde ST. GEORGE - 118 States Point THOMASTON - 79 BeechRoad. 2 bedrooms, 2 baths, 1218 Road. 3 Bedroom, 1 Bath, Road. 4 bedrooms, 2.5 baths, wood St. 3 bedrooms, 1.5 baths.
1792 sf., 1.12 acres. $144,900
2160 sf., 1.25 acres. $999,999
1036sf, 1 acre. $249,500
sf., 1 acre. $175,000

THOMASTON 23 Sunrise THOMASTON - 38 Sunset THOMASTON - 56 Hyler THOMASTON - 16 Rose
Terrace. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, Street. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, Street. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, 1332 Lane. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 1358
960 sf., 0.83 acre. $179,900
sf., 1.88 acres. $199,500
sf., 0.50 acres. $199,000
1368 sf., .46 acre. $194,000
PRICE REDUCED

THOMASTON - 36 Ridgeview Drive, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths.
1536 sf., 1.3 acres. $225,000

WATERFRONTAGE

UNION - 977 Heald Highway. 6- WARREN - 479 Patterson Mill WARREN - 1555 Atlantic WARREN 1649 Oyster River WARREN - 226 Birch Lane. 2
bedroom, 2.5-bath, 3112 sf. 10 Road. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, Highway. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, Road, 3 bedrooms, 1.75 baths, bedrooms, 2 baths, 1296sf., 0.48
1184 sf., 1.15 acres. $185,000 acre. $399,000
acres. $435,000
1188 sf., 1.81 acres. $129,900 1250 sf., 0.69 acre. $159,000

THOMASTON - 15 North Street,
3 bedrooms, 1 bath, 1349 sf.,
$165,000

THOMASTON - 23 Oyster River
Road, 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, 1796 sf.,
1.90 acres. $175,000

THOMASTON - 6 Wadsworth THOMASTON - 24 Marsh
Street, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 1735 Road. 3 bedrooms, 1.5 baths, 2382
sf., 0.10 acre. $229,000
sf., .52 acre. $229,000

THOMASTON - 21 Knox St.
4 bedrooms, 2 baths, 2237 sf.,
0.22 acres. $290,000

UNION - 59 Bump Hill Road. 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, 1514 sf., 11.39
acres. $256,900

KENNEBEC COUNTY

LINCOLN COUNTY

AUGUSTA - 10 Walker Street.
3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 1464 sf.,
0.16 acre. $147,000

AUGUSTA - 136 Lone Indian
Trail. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 2332
sf., 3 acres. $398,900

ALNA - 1847 Alna Road, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, 1056 sf., 3 acres.
$175,000

WALDOBORO - 1291 Union
Road. 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath,
1008sf, 1.5 acres $95,000

GARDINER - 137 Spring
Street Duplex home. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths.1864sf, 0.25 acre.
$129,000

GARDINER- 22 Hillcrest
Street. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, 960
sf., 0.40 acres. $176,000

WALDOBORO - 57 Sunset
Ridge. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
1404 sf., 1.9 acres. $125,000

WALDOBORO - 24 Bremen
Road. 3 bedrooms, 1.5 baths,
1152 sf., 1 acre. $125,000

GARDINER - 391 Highland LITCHFIELD - 388 Lunts
Avenue. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, Hill Road, 2 Bedroom, 1.5 bath,
1920 sf., .48 acre. $189,900
2460sf, 6 acres $285,000

WALDOBORO - 52 Depot
Street. 4 bedrooms, 1.5 baths,
1708 sf., .44 acre. $150,000

WALDOBORO 220 Depot
Street. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath,
1499sf., 1.22 acres. $175,000

WALDOBORO - 16 Bremen
Road. 1 bedroom, 1 bath, each
duplex. 1 acre. $225,000

WALDOBORO 1765 Union
Road. 3 bedrooms, 2.5 baths,
1624 sf., 1.29 acres. $234,900

WALDOBORO - 29 Bremen
Road. 4 bedrooms, 2 baths.
1731 sf., 1.84 acres. $235,000

WHITEFIELD - 443 Vigue
Road. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 1900
sf., 1.5 acres. $199,000

WINDSOR - 207 Wingood
Road. 3 bedrooms, 3 baths, 1904
sf., 8.5 acres. $245,000

WINDSOR - 372 Legion Road.
3 bedrooms, 1-3/4 baths, 1992
sf., 6.1 acres. $300,000

WALDO COUNTY

MORRILL - 14 Higgins Hill PALERMO - 419 Jones Road, 3 PALERMO - 684 Turner Ridge SWANVILLE - 48 Townhouse
Road. 3 bedrooms, 1 bath, 1008 bedrooms, 1 bath, 1554 sf., 1.4 Road. 2 bedrooms, 1 bath, 960 sf., Road. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
acres. $119,000
2.5 acres. $160,000
sf., 1.25 acres. $137,900
1800sf., 2 acres. $239,900

LAND

COMMERCIAL
LAND

LAND

LAND

LINCOLNVILLE - 6 Heal Road. ST. GEORGE 18 Snow’s Point UNION 18 acre lot with road CUSHING - McCarter Point
0.43-acre corner lot with Barn, Road. 6.2 acres with 465ft. water frontage on Rte. 17 and Miller Road. 5.2 acres, 300' road
frontage, driveway & camp. $649,000 Rd. Brook on back line. $119,000 frontage. $87,500
foundation and garage. $99,900

LAND
LAND

LAND

HOPE - Lot 3 Mountain View
Lane. 4.3 acres surveyed and
soil tested. $89,000

LIBERTY - Cargill Pond Road.
0.5 acre, 100' of water frontage.
$65,000

LAND

LAND

LINCOLNVILLE - Slab City WALDOBORO - 2700 Atlantic
Road, 3 acres. Surveyed, drive- Hwy. 56 acres, 300’ road
way started, old soil test. $54,000 frontage, driveway. $87,900

All dimensions and square footage are approximate.
All data should be independently verified.

Your
Listing
Could Be
Here!

NOW ACCEPTING
LISTINGS IN KNOX,
LINCOLN, WALDO &
SOUTHERN KENNEBEC
COUNTIES
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Meacham Re-Invents
the Scarecrow ... Again
... and
Again
Thursday, August 24, 2006
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W

hen
Ocean
Glimpse Farm
of Northport
lost all its corn to crows a few
years ago, Sean Meacham was
determined to never let it happen
again. Meacham goes to yard sales
and collects, he says, “some quite
nice stuff and it accumulates in
my basement, so when the time
comes, I have fun creating my stick
figures.” He adds, “There are
usually five or six of them and
they work all summer. Of course,
by the end of summer they are
pretty well beat and then they go
off to the Belfast Maskers for
Halloween.” Until then, Meacham
and friends hang out at the farm,
located at 232 Beech Hill Road in
Northport.

SCARECROW PHOTOS BY DAVID FOLEY

PHOTO BY JUDY BERK

2007 All-America Selections Winners
ll-America Selections (AAS) is the oldest, most established international testing organA
ization in North America. Founded in 1932 as a way for home gardeners to learn which
varieties were significantly improved, it encouraged all seed companies to begin trial grounds

Pepper F1 “Holy Molé”

2007 All America
Selections Vegatable
Award Winner
The first hybrid pasilla-type pepper for making molé sauce

to test new varieties. AAS began with a network of 10 trial grounds, and the the trials were
grown and evaluated by skilled, impartial AAS Judges.
This year AAS celebrates its 75th anniversary, still a vital force in horticulture, despite
changes in the industry. Here’s a sneak preview of the introductions for 2007.

Vinca “Pacifica Burgundy Halo”

2007 All America Selections Bedding
Plant Award Winner
A vinca with a burgundy halo surrounding a
large, ornate center, “Pacifica Burgundy Halo”
needs no pinching back.

Petunia F1 “Opera Supreme
Pink Morn”
Celosia “Fresh Look Gold”

2007 All America Selections
Flower Award Winner
Bright, gold plumes remain colorful all
season, with no “browning.”

2007 All America Selections Bedding
Plant Award Winner
Vigorour trailing petunia with an iridescent silver
shine.
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OLD POINT
COMFORT

GALLERY & SHOWROOM

HANDWOVEN
CARPETS

Sara Hotchkiss
checks, stars, stripes,
blended colors designed
for your interior.
Seamless area carpets, stair
runners and wall art.

www.breakh2o.com

230-0919
78 Elm Street, Camden

Floorcloths –
Dale Macurdy
Hooked Rugs –
Paula Benne
Applique Art –
Chris Roberts-Antieau
Open Wed.–Sat., Noon-5 p.m.
28 Pitcher Road, Waldoboro
832-8133
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ERA Cousens Realty, LLC 596-6433
®

15 Payne Ave., Rockland, Maine

,

Visit us at www.eracousens.com
E!
RIC
P
NEW

Rock wall aficionados will love this 5.4acre corner lot with possible views with
cutting. Not far from town, but with a true
country atmosphere. Rockland $99,000

E!
RIC
P
NEW

This white glove proven 3-BR home has
recent improvements incl. a new foundation, new master BR, & a large new bath
w/laundry. The comfort filled home boasts
many hardwood floors, an enclosed porch,
a large yard & oversized 2-car garage.
Rockland $179,000

What an investment opportunity! These
four1-BR units have a great rental history
and are close to downtown and the harbor! Rockland $179,000

This wooded 5.2-acre lot is located on a
paved country road and has plenty of
depth for privacy. Restrictive covenants
apply. Appleton $30,000

FEATURED
PROPERTY!
This is a lovely 2-BR cottage w/a boat
house on Nabby Cove with 260 feet on
the water with Camden Hills views. Just a
short distance to the public launch and
deep water in Penobscot Bay in South
Thomaston $429,500

This home features 1-floor living and is
close to town and all it has to offer. There
is a large lot and 3 bedrooms. Convenient
in Rockland $135,000

With 28 acres, this wooded, high land
offers subdivision possibilities! There is a
7-room, 2,800 sq. ft. home which needs
some finishing touches but has welcoming open spaces and glorious wood surfaces. Union $294,282

Located not far from town, this well
maintained duplex features a 3-BR apartment and a 1-BR apartment. Let your tenant help pay the mortgage! Rockland
$149,000

NEW

!
G
N
I
LIST

Nestled at the end of a dead end road, this
2-BR adorable home has an awesome
post and beam barn built in 1990 with 2
floors of amazing work space & storage.
Rockland $239,000

This is a welcoming home on a 2-acre lot
with 2-3 bedrooms and 2 baths and
a nice 2-car detached garage with a workshop.
Enjoy the woodstove on these cool evenings
and the stone patio on the sunny days!
Rockport $174,500

“We Will Sell
Your House,
Or ERA
Will Buy It!”®

This is a traditional 4-BR, 3-bath Garrison
home overlooking Penobscot Bay. There
is an entertainment deck, spacious rooms,
garden space & the home is ‘sprinklered’
for safety. Rockport $318,000

OnlyERA Real Estate has
the Sellers Security® Plan

These are custom-designed 1 & 2-bedroom condominium units overlooking
Rockland Harbor. Amenities include: a
private elevator, health club facilities and
24-hr. security & services. The views have
it! Rockland $449,000

This wonderful home has .79 acres, 3
BRs, 2.5 baths, a fireplace, a woodstove,
a screened porch & a fully finished basement! Amenity loaded & spotless!
Rockland $411,000

This is a comfortable 2-BR home w/a new
bath w/walk-in shower, new kitchen appliances & a rear deck & a storage bldg.
Near shopping & the waterfront district.
Rockland $143,100

Located on 4.8 wooded acres, this is a custom-built contemporary w/wood floors
throughout & great granite details including countertops. There is a wonderful
open floor plan with a master BR on the
1st floor. Rockland $435,000
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Leading you home.
COMMERCIAL DIVISION
Representing Buyers and Sellers of
Businesses, Commercial Buildings,
Land and Multi-Family Dwellings
Providing Lease Negotiation on Rental
Space and Property Management Services
to Commercial and Residential Clients

Friendship - Reduced: Waterfront home features lovely
gardens, master bedroom suite on first floor, sliders to deck,
fireplace, attached 2-car garage and much more. Offered at
$450,000.

Call
Karen Anderson

Keith Mackenzie
596-0352, ext. 202

37 2- 864 9

kmackenzie@jaretcohn.com

Your home…
your plans, your needs
will be my priority.
Representing
Buyers and Sellers

Union
Lakefront:
4-season home.
Custom post &
beam, radiant
heat, 150’
frontage and
excellent fishing!

Sharon E. Tucker

Spacious 2-bedroom ranch set on 5 wooded,
country acres in Union. Open floor plan,
expansive deck, garage and garden shed.
$220,000

REALTOR®

Michelle Gifford
596-0352, ext. 222

596-0352, ext. 210
cell 272-7100
setucker@jaretcohn.com

mgifford@jaretcohn.com

STING
I
L
T
RON
F
R
E
T
WA

Enjoy the tranquility of 3 private acres on Dodges Mountain
in Rockland. Architecturally designed, sun-drenched Italian
Style Villa w/an open floor plan. Offering 3 bedrooms, 2-1/2
baths & two fireplaces. Extraordinary views of Penobscot
Bay and beyond. Replacement cost nearly $1 million.
Exceptional value.
$499,900

Buddy Carleton
596-0352, ext.

Susan Smith-Riedel
GRI
Broker/Realtor
596-0352, ext. 235

LET ME SELL
YOUR HOUSE!

Spruce Head Island: Quintessential Maine property! When you first land on this property you can easily see why you don’t want to be anywhere else. The
working waterfront and gorgeous views help make
this place perfect. This is your summer getaway. MLS #801944
Offered at $1,450,000

Rob S. Linscott
Broker
596-0352, ext. 125

www.jaretcohn.com >> Visit our site for the latest listings.

Trina L. Hastings
REALTOR®
596-0352, ext. 201
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